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We each admit having, at least once, come to “in the squalor / of an
after-hours parlor”1 where “Stammering comes into being”2 and “Lepers
crack the code with alcohol ears,”3 remembering our “absinthe-enhanced
relations”4 and the “skinless desert lips”5 that “pecked words from air,”6
words culled from “Narcotics Anonymous texts repurposed”7 during
“carnivalesque post-monsoon months,”8 words that reveal the “love of
closed, dark places”9 harbored by a “High Wycombe plumber”10 who
wonders why “Rosa Luxembourg loathed roses,”11 especially when her
breath was reminiscent of “a fresh sweetness of toads,”12 a plumber we
consider our “favorite kind of freak,”13 the sort of freak who wouldn’t
think twice to “squat and piss over a manhole.”14
Step right up and have a look inside the second edition of Tittynope
where you’ll find work from a writer who admits to being an “imp”15 as
well as work from one who must fend off “busy-fingered children and a
salacious husband”16 before she can write. We even have a writer who
proudly proclaims she is “writer-in-residence at her apartment.”17
Enjoy your second helping of leftovers,
Vic, Sol & Mike

1. William H. Clamurro “The Buenos Aires Affair”
2. Amitabh Vikram Dwivedi “Handicapped”
3. Tara Bartley “Talk Machine Told Me To”
4. Marie C. Lecrivain “Merman”
5. Steven Allan Porter “Bus Trip Through Nocturnal Nevada”
6. Lana Bella “Forsythia”
7. Kevin Rabas “Sofer’s Handmade Journal Arrive Mid-Gig”
8. Debarun Sarkar “Merzbow plays a love song for his childhood lover”
9. Rollo Nye “Spider”
10. Sam Smith “We cannot be held responsible for our reputations”
11. Sam Smith “Shock”
12. Sergio A. Ortiz “Batman”
13. Angel McKnight “The one who loves God”
14. Ronda Miller “If You Want”
15. Zeke Jarvis “Bio”
16. Lana Bella “Bio”
17. Marie C. Lecrivain “Bio”
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KOLBY NEWTON

Fashion Show

1

ROLLO NYE

unswept
a thousand bits of broken glass
glitter the street
outside the divorcee’s house

2

JOELLE SPOTSWOOD

The Old Woman and the Box
And she sat a fissure
in a black leather chair
with a fish across her knees
and knitting needles clicking.
A little gray dog
performed circus tricks on
the bar stools
and the audience laugh tracked
on another 60s re-run
of some science fiction show
she’d listen to a thousand times
and ignore a thousand more
she’d dream of a girl she used
to know, to be,
and she would push
her anything but gray
hair away from her smooth
face and sigh.
And she would picture
a world that wasn’t rotting
from the inside
or sinking
or stinking
the sludge, the bile
that would catch
her straight, strong
teeth and
bite back
her thick tongue
to keep
the sludge, the bile
at bay just one more time
for one more day.
And she would dream
and rock
and dream
about being
outside the box.
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LANA BELLA

Forsythia
Green sulfured mouth like a squat tub
of guacamole, feasted on the hungry lake
of outstretched lungs. The old woman
was worn and fretted with arthritic fingers,
her face a map of retreating storms,
impossible language of stenciled forsythias.
Some days, adrenaline botched like bad
tattoos, when brittle bones ached her
in soft sectional chaise, where she turned
awfully yellow puddling shotgun. Flexed
and held, in speech she pecked words from
air, declined the licks of fear all seeded
from the amygdala, tasted the cherry end
of Dunhill cigarette, snorted herself back to
the weight of a bird flying into the sirens,
a tried version of knobby claws streaming
across the depth of swift, strange void.
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ROLLO NYE

Spider
she distanced herself from her friends upon learning, from a Gypsy, that in a
previous life she had been a brown recluse spider – this information helped her
to understand her love of closed, dark places – where an innocent soul might
wander – unexpectedly – looking for a treat or an adventure – you know those
spaces – we all have them – some are known as pride – others – self-stimulation
– and that’s where she lived – behind the stairs – in a solitary basement – hiding
from direct illumination – like a prayer in an abandoned orphanage – or
sunlight’s slant slashed through the drapes of a funeral parlor – under the floor
boards – where if you lose your way – your eyes might meet hers, darkly, and
learn what it really means - to feel alone.

“Spider”, first published in Mud Season Review
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STEVEN ALLAN PORTER

Bus Trip Through Nocturnal Nevada
Pack away your heavy clothes;
they'll veil your skinless desert lips,
whispering winter's old battle hymns.
The mountain's red wolf ancestors will
burst from shale-solidified graves and howl
for their children, trapped in Scorpio's cycle.
Beware sudden sparks in the sky.
They speak a language which spits
arrows rather than legible letters.
Darkness carries ebbing sounds
in its hermetic womb, which
the bus can't penetrate.
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RONDA MILLER

Inverted Tulips
This morning,
the Iranian
placed a note in Farsi
on a bureau close to my bed.
He put it there so I would
dream of inverted tulips
growing on a sloped meadow
in a poetry based culture.
It smelled distinct,
heavy,
like testosterone,
almost as delicious.
Yesterday,
I followed a recipe
for mulligan stew,
directions given
by the homeless person
who passed me in the street.
He placed a finger to his lips
to silence me.
I could smell
the ingredients on him,
and I had the money
to buy what I needed.
Last night,
a note discovered
from the Navajo mother.
It had large loops,
like lassos capturing the sky,
scrawled across the page.
This night,
no longer content
with who I am,
I go in search of foreign tastes.

“Inverted Tulips”, first published in I-70 Review, 2016
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MARIE C. LECRIVAIN

Merman
We spawn shadows
and fool ourselves into thinking
absinthe-enhanced relations
are labors of love.
Comfort this night
Is nothing more than
a yen for body heat.
You’ll get more honesty
and absolution
from the fisherman’s hook
than you will from me.
Rise from my pillow;
and swim from my bedside;
your piscean nature reasserts itself.
Scales bound twice
for penance and abjuration
of mercy. The tides are easier
to navigate when the mind
is not burdened with memories
of once once being human or nearly so.
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TRACEY RANAURO

Tide

9

SERGIO A. ORTIZ

Ulysses Returns
I cannot give them anymore of me.
In my skeleton, my lunar atrocity, what shines is the scarce
bleeding
the remains of my stars.
The smallest and weakest point of my sentence is a vague movement
of water after the shipwreck,
when everything has disappeared from the surface
and the very rhythm of the sea acquires the release of absences.
This verbal challenge, this uprooting of the soul,
this hand to hand melee of night with the legend,
while darkness takes the form of trees, faces
are delivered to the appearance of the kiss,
the ancient moaning of the beaches, a humanity tolerated
by the dreams of their gods,
the blow of the dagger of its best killers.
The wise man distrusts the taste of the jungle of the soul,
the body that bathes in the supplication of its own flesh foams grief,
a man kneels before the abstract of his phallus.
What dark reason for living terrified our lips
while night grass grew over our eyes?
The dawn that someone carries in their arms like a pot
which groans feebly,
will it grow when the sun meets his shadow
and the culture of thirsty sores establishes itself in the breasts
of History?
We all know of this amazing mouth that is also in our
silent lips.
I am here after misplacing my best offer,
the hidden ability of the metal with which the ancient gods
undressed the tearing of the world,
crime as a failed act of love,
the invincible scar of death, the old dexterity of the lips
Collective,
the call of the sea, the signs of the bird buried in its flight.
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HOWIE GOOD

How to Fix a Monet after Someone Punches It
You can see Syria from here,
fish in a dead landscape,
starry nights and astronauts,
the soft edges of time.
What year is it?
Don’t you think it’s time for love?
Everything else has failed.
Fuck it, I’m high.
Let’s walk to the middle of the ocean.
White roses sing and sing.

Assembled from titles of artworks by Alma Thomas, Hema Upadyay, Mark Bradford, and Kung Me
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SERGIO A. ORTIZ

If I don’t have The Blues
I sailed the sea in an unknown course
via the hands where love dwelt,
and had a kingdom.
Where dripping stars on clean shoulders
showed truth. One breeze left
without a destination. Where a woman
institutes a kiss, trees prostrate to winter.
It isn't necessary to say,
the heart without being a tear
can darken the face.
I leaned my elbows on the past,
and without looking, your absence
penetrated my chest to lick my heart.
The air, a hand that scanned my forehead.
My forehead, where the moon was an inscription,
a voice sculpting its dustbin.
It wasn't necessary to cloud loneliness
with the dust of a dissolved kiss.
It wasn't necessary to memorize the night in a tear.
There are crayons in the form of time,
water glasses where the evening floats in silence.
There's a tree branch like the carved arm of abandonment.
Winter hibernates inside my heart.
I wait for the unwritten letter
where forgetfulness names me its heir.
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LINDSEY MARTIN-BOWEN

Ghost Riders

13

LINDSEY MARTIN-BOWEN

Jim Morrison and I Head To Standing Rock
Dakota Pipeline, North Dakota
When clouds form an eagle above a red sun,
and the Flint Hills and dried-up wheat fields
beckon us onward, we head east and north—
beyond the Great Plains and the narrow lanes
to which we’d become accustomed—after spinning
across sand in our chase for California dreams
of peace and love, still uncaptured. Here, police
shoot pepper spray and water cannons at 30 of us.
Security guards unleash dogs that maim six,
one a small child. Still, we clutch signs—black
crosses against a blue sky, where cirrus clouds
hover then become black knots of rain.
We clasp hands with the Standing Rock Sioux,
pray with them in a circle, and I ask Jim
if he wants to risk getting arrested.
He shakes his head. “We’ll help. But this is their
Wounded Knee. It isn’t to be fought by you—by me.”
He pulls out three fifties to leave for munitions.
I nod to agree, it’s the natives’ call. Even if it’s for us
all, they must win it in these unaligned times
when the eagle cloud rises high on the horizon.
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LARRY THACKER

Harvey’s Cure
After breaking a leg each in two
motorcycle accidents, Harvey took up
with a band of Zoolingualists and rode
out to the Mojave Desert to discuss
his perceived bad luck with the first
contemplative rattlesnake
he crossed paths with on the road
to better understanding. His friends
abandoned Harvey once everyone entered
the dry desert bubble of knowing heat.
It is said: The Mojave Rattlesnake
possesses the most toxic venom
of any rattlesnake in the United States.
One slept under a Joshua Tree,
on the shoulder of a road near Ft. Irwin.
It had a third eye. It hummed in its sleep.
It new an old song of red clouds,
and soft dunes. Of never ending water
in the dry Wadihs on other planets.
It is said: A poisonous snake can
never remember who it was they bit
last. This is the job of the victim.
Name me and I won’t strike at you,
it whispered from under the tree.
You have no name? Harvey asked, curious.
No, it answered. We are born nameless.
It is said: Remain calm, but act swiftly,
and chances of survival are good. (Less
than one percent of properly treated snakebites
are fatal. Without treatment, the fatality
rate is 10 to 15 percent.)
FM 90-5 Jungle Operations
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The snake crawled into the cool
of the man’s shadow, finding it like
the shade of the tree. The man, tired
from the road, knelt in the tree to rest
for a time and dreamed. He dreamed
the snake grew arms and two good
never-broken legs and snuck out
where it had buried a helmet years ago.
It is said: The helmet held an incorrupt,
diamond encrusted skull, indeed a thing
most gorgeous and treasured. But
to be so fine, how it became so was terrible
to hear, for each diamond signified
a lost chance in a forever stilled life.
The man woke. He found the snake
warming on a rock nearby. The sky
burnt scarlet with what remained
of the day’s lights. The west was a blaze
of magical color. Your name is Diamond.
The snake was happy and was glad
to have not bitten Harvey in his sleep.
Or stolen his bike and gone up to Vegas
and over to visit his old lady in Death Valley.
Where will you go now, asked the creature
of his new friend, Harvey the Enlightened.
I’m bound to ride, man. To empty my head
of the light of these stars while I might live.
You may follow on, if you like, led
by the gentled sounds of little jewels falling
from the sockets of my never-blinking skull.
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DEBARUN SARKAR

Merzbow plays a love song for his childhood lover
Walking through the residential streets of New Alipore you cross the Tolly
Nalah, the symbol of destitution among a field of dirt-laden loudspeakers
rumbling through the carnivalesque post-monsoon months.
On the skyline when the clouds turned back to white from grey the loudspeakers
blared kitschy love songs remixed to dance to. Merzbow walked on such a
pleasant weather day through Calcutta with the sound of his lover cupped in his
palm, echoing to the vibrations of the latest Bollywood melancholia ravaging the
Tagore laden government sponsored crossroad loudspeakers with the noise of
longing for the lover whose face would appear like a watermark in this world of
ubiquitous sound-copyrighting tearing down and engraving the sound of the
wind onto material surfaces to be blown through a loudspeaker.
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TARA BARTLEY

Talk Machine Told Me To
Holy mantras tap forth from the radio static.
Morse code calling from combat
Subliminal in the FM nausea,
The broadcasts of distress,
The welcoming.
Lepers crack the code with alcohol ears
Deafened and dusted by desert drifts,
Discovering the lost art of mixtapes,
Passion projects begrudgingly produced
By the hands of a sacrosanct deviant,
The only one left to be oracle of callings.
His long distance muses,
Stigmata concubines to his enigmatic draw,
Cherish the unrequited data waves.
“Hark! It is far travels to seek the Lazarus shrine”,
The malformed are informed.
sSSSssttttttttaTttic fuuuuuzzzZZz buuuuzzzz
Om Mani Padme Hum
Sanctum
fuzz buzz
Of this hollowed land, there was once a high priestess.
Driven mad, she left for the clouds
To cast a spiritual net for celestial fish,
Gulping up stars as bait.
She, of the followers that fled
Once they analyzed the lyrics to the songs
That saved their lives
To find that they were blasphemous and ugly
Yet sung as charming and hopeful,
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The sensual tingling of angelic tongues.
The Citipati are the only ones remained,
Lovers from the lower caste
Don’t mind the illusions of wasteland pilgrims.
Intertwined in protection,
They are the obscene that gives the travel meaning.
Thrusting mouth kisses echo, rattling bare bones,
A montage of thumps that seep into the code.
Follow them, the gangrenous grace through graves,
Follow to
Freedom.
And so the Lepers lay their exhausted hands
On the false tombstone altar where none else is there.
What were they expecting?
His words were lies.
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SAM SMITH

May Contain Nuts
Since his legs fell off Bhodhidharma has delivered his teachings from a
supermarket trolley. He prefers to be far from the bustling fruit and veg section,
further in where shoppers have slowed, become contemplative.
Hot days he haunts the freezer aisles, delivers mostly koans to those picking out
frozen broccoli, “Behold the broken apothecary.” “Cry wine and sell vinegar!”
he called out once in the beer and spirit aisle, got run-pushed into pet food. He
was likewise sent half-spinning out of the nappy aisle when he was overheard to
say, “The soft egotism of motherhood.” And from ‘international cuisine’ for a
smiled epiphany: “Rice smells like mice.” No-one has yet objected to his
singing along with the store radio in confectionery. Bhodhidharma loves those
long end notes that hang out, he says, like a dog’s tongue. Neither thus far have
any staff or customers raised concerns over his calling the sell-by bargain shelf,
‘a totality of thinghood.’
Left overnight in the see-through trolley shelter Bhodhidharma meditates on the
arhythmic leaving of the one-by-one cars, lets his mind blank to the pooled
lights, to the narrowing perspective of parking bay lines, photo-stillness of the
misty night. Single thoughts will trickle in with the morning’s one-by-one
arrival, the rank-by-rank amassing of similarly coloured cars.
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DEBARUN SARKAR

Merzbow visits the library
"meditate" the
Hindu saint had suggested
while the Buddhist
monk asked him to
live wisely
the Christian visions
collapsed in the performance
of liturgy
as St. Paul's final days
sounded much like Socrates
a genealogy of infinite
regression
the librarian curled
her hair when she
saw the ID and scanned
the barcode
he opened his
phone to record the
blip of the scanner
the librarian read
the word 'liturgy'
on the title of one
of the books
but forgot to Google it
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AMITABH VIKRAM DWIVEDI

Handicapped
Between action and inaction,
Speech and silence,
There lies something,
Which scribbles and drags itself
To attain meaningfulness.
Sometimes,
It comes out as innocent babbling,
And at times as incorrect twitching and stuttering.
A creature with bones gets defeated, and
Becomes embarrassed by a boneless thing.
Is it some rivalry
Between mind and body,
Or simply their conspiracy against me?
I consider it otherwise.
No mother teaches it, but
Between action and inaction,
Speech and silence,
When meaningfulness loses its significance
Stammering comes into being,
The first universal language of human beings.
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KERI WITHINGTON

Lady Liberty
They say I look like his mother
as if mothers could represent
No one looks closely
past the spiky crown
the torch
My eyes are not mild. They’re sad.
What have I to offer respite
450,000 tons (copper, iron, steel)
Are 305 feet enough
for (12 million) hearts
America is breaking every promise
I make
I call the refugees, embrace the poor
I don’t search phones
check religion or skin
I embrace all
You left your mother
lands for me
I wonder why
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RONDA MILLER

If You Want
to know the city,
squat and piss over a manhole,
follow where the rivulet spills
beneath the jaded, neon lights.
Go deep into its bowels.
Place your lips against
veins as it sleeps
in alleyway trash bins,
blow it back into existence.
If you want to know the country,
place a cricket in your mouth,
savor the reverberation
as you rub your legs in climax.
Ride a horse bareback,
give the stallion his head,
close your eyes,
trust his gallop along
the v of the gravel road
will take you some place
you’ve always wanted to go.
To know a man,
don’t go with him to prison,
look into his eyes,
make love,
echo his cries,
rock him as he weeps
the tears he’s held inside.
To know a woman,
watch her nurse her newborn,
look at her expression
as she reads the last page of a book.
Note the way she walks
as she walks away.
If you want to know a poet,
read his words.
Do not trust you have
a clue as to what he meant.
Read his words until they become your own.
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ANGEL MCKNIGHT

The one who loves God
My favorite kind of freak is the one who loves God
and if I have the pleasure of having one
My knees will ache from my devoted praise…..to him
I will ingest the essence of his faithfulness like fine wine
A grape plucked from the majestic vineyard made of the creator’s design
My favorite kind of freak is one whose cool lips extinguish the hell fire in my
heathen skin
He sanitizes my spirit of detached emotions and purifies my body of past sin
The kind of freak that puts me on an alter festooned with smells of fresh jasmine
and honey, so sweet
The kind of freak that performs the most tender exorcisms to the balls of my feet
See, what makes him unique is, sex is an event
A stage to display his zealous love until he’s physically spent
and even in the midst of fornication, he knows he submitted to temptation
He doesn’t try to find justifications, instead he uses my body as a
confessional…… and with each tremble in his hips..
Every break in his moan is a whisper for forgiveness; he begs to be made whole
Each prod and deep stroke is a plea to cleanse his soul
My eyes shed tears for him, he licks each one, hoping to take my burdens and
cast them away
He shields me with his yearning to keep the demons at bay
He fits my mold perfectly; when he’s in me I feel heaven’s light
Even when he fucks me like
I am a harlot, he clothes me in white
He speaks to my forbidden fruit in tongues like the apostles; he memorizes and
evangelizes every letter of each word of the four gospels
Even though there are those who are confused about the type of fruit…. He
consumes each theory like the knowledge each one is laced with is enough to
decipher the outcome of each obstacle he’s been faced with
He feeds on the pomegranate that squirts addictive pheromones while he’s face
first, conversing with it…. And the apple he devours while his tongue secretes
the natural healer that soothes the stimulating agony of each..bite..he…takes…
He’s a glutton for knowledge refusing to stop until the pit of his stomach
aches….
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The kind of freak that serves me communion on my knees… and blesses my
palette with sweet protein that flows down my throat with ease… In
remembrance of him..
I confess with my mouth to each orifice from the head down to the rim.
The kind of freak whose passion for ministry shoots through me like beautiful
pain as his desires for a conversion overtake him, he engraves his
commandments on my “G” and baptizes me into ecstasy….. His passion for
climax is because he sees….. orgasm as the most genuine declaration to his God
there will ever be….
So when I come, I see…paradise… The way he paints it for me… I willingly
submit as a convert to his religion…of monogamy….
For I will be his and he will be mine..only…
My favorite kind of freak is the one who loves God
and if I have the pleasure of having one
My knees will ache from my devoted praise…..to him
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ZACH PALMER

7
It is impossible to say how first the idea entered my brain; but once conceived, it
haunted me day and night.1 What definite idea a body can attach to. 2 Ah,
distinctly I remember it was in the bleak December. 3 When my love was finally
found. 4 My labor, and my leisure too, 5 Someone will come to me; if no one
comes to me, then I will go to someone. 6 I desired of her one of them in
marriage; leaving to her the choice of which the two she would bestow. 7
Snow falls-winter 8 In a night, or in a day 9 I was a child and she was a
child; The course was still steady as she goes.11 Sadly I know 12 But within thy
wave she looks- 13 All the heavens seem to twinkle 14 With quietude, and
sultriness, and slumber. 15 But when I first breathed my first vow 16 I had shown
the killer the finer points of hand-to-hand assassination. 17 I went on to explain
why 17
10

I was in a fix, I can tell you 18 But Lucy always had a surprise or two,
something to show, some marvel to reveal. 19 I could not live without second
helpings. 20 I drink; we drink 21
“You would like to live somewhere else” 22
“I’m no more your mother” 23
I could hear my own heartbeat as I began to inch along with arms held
out, for balance. 24 It was infected, all right- a tell-tale red swelling that spread
up the palm and to the wrist. 25 On the other hand, I said, if we could hold on 26
Two words- two foreign soft disyllables 27
“All right” 28
But I grew old 29 In this city murder had been committed for twenty
cents The Spirits of the Dead who stood 31 Steals drowsily and musically 32 It
was running a feverish pitch, tearing through the unfortunate 33 You died before
I had time 34 This was the last her fingers did 35 This ring, the bloody bandage of
rubies 36 A paperweight 37
30

These events have terrified- have tortured- have destroyed me. 38 I had
known it would be bad, but this was murder. 39 Herself in the Heavens 40 On such
grand scale do lovers say good-bye. 41
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STEVEN ALLAN PORTER

Short Memoir of an Ed Gein Disciple
She screams and cries, but I can't hear anything.
As I press my blade into her cheek, I hear my
mother's voice. I want her to stop telling me
how useless I am. I want her to stop punishing
me by forcing me to give her oral sex when I've
been bad. Stop struggling, Stop resisting me!
I can keep you in the shed and hang you up by the
chains I use to drag cattle. I'll keep you there and
stick my cock in you on my own terms.
I like the dress you're wearing; yellow with black buttons
and one unbuttoned at the top, your cleavage sagging, soft
and wrinkled, I taste each ripple individually.
Your skin will serve as comfort when the barn begins
to erode and I'll bite into it when I hear your voice.
Mom, I know these other women in town are whores.
"Mom, Stay with me, Stay with me! And Shut Up!"
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GREG FIELD

The Reading of the Will
The eaten out wreckage
Of a locust on the trail.
The last few ants, drunk
with good fortune, wander
away, struggle to carry
an enormous joint of leg.
Such projects we become
when we crash to earth.
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TYLER ROBERT SHELDON

Break/Burn/Bury
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GREG FIELD

The Evening Confession
We hear the skeletons in the dusk.
Birds alight on these decayed crooks.
The bones confess, the bones lie
down. The birds complain, lift
like a dark shroud toward stars.
Some thing is born again tonight.
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DARREN C. DEMAREE

What the Gun Eats #73
I think it’s beautiful
that the blood sticks
to the boots
of all of these gunmen,
that the blood stays
around, that it haunts
through millimeters
of guilt. We should
outlaw bleach.
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MOHAMMAD ALMOKTAR

The American Dream
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M. R. PELLETIER

Targets
As part of basic training
they taught us how
to shoot the M-16.
It wasn’t much use to know
for those who’d joined to learn a skill
like aircraft maintenance,
but each of us
would learn it just the same.

They showed us how
to break the weapon down
and clean it, gave us names
for all the parts,
administered practical and written
tests we had to pass
before they’d let us out
onto the firing range to shoot.

They gave us forty live rounds to fire
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from sixty yards
at black and white paper targets
sized and shaped like men. If you
could hit the mark
thirty-six or more
times in forty tries
you earned the right
to wear a marksman ribbon, just above
your heart,
on the coat of your dress blues.

The day we got to shoot they told us
“if you stand with gun in hand
you will be shot”
because some unbalanced kid
had turned and killed
a weapons trainer late last year.
While I laid prone awaiting
my turn to shoot
I thought of Sergeant Gates.

One night he’s banging
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on the barracks door,
his .45
tap, tap, tapping
against the glass at 3 am.
He’s out of uniform
and drunk and wants the guy on watch
to let him in.
Airman Jones
is shittin’ bricks, but has the sense to come
and wake me up as I’m the Chief,
which means
that whatever Master Sergeant Lewis wants
done in our dorm,
he gets it done through me.
I see that Jones’ hands are shaking. I try
to calm him down by saying
“You did good
not to let him in,
followed standard ops.”
I ask, “Now what should you do next?
Just look at Step 2,
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under ‘Attempts at Unauthorized Entry’—
right there,” I point.
And Jones yells back,
“Call the MPs!”

“Good,” I say,
“now go and do it quick.”

My brother writes and asks,
“So what’s it like?”
I tell him that “I’m teaching useless men
the Air Force way to fold their clothes
and make
their beds to military specs.
I show them how to line up
their spare uniforms in their lockers
just to pass a bunch
of dumb inspections.”

He writes again and asks,
“What do you mean
by useless men?”
I tell him that “Each ‘flight’—
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a flight’s a group of eighty men assigned
to one or two instructors—
is split into equal ‘elements’ of twenty guys
who’re given ‘bunks’
in one of four long rows of beds inside
the dorm. The older men—
Jones and Smith,
d’Agostino, Richardson, and White—
were chosen by
our Master Sergeant to lead the elements—
the eldest appointed Dorm Chief.
So what I meant
by useless men
was that the five oldest
couldn’t hack the jobs that they’d been given
and somehow
I ended up in charge.”

I rise in boxer shorts and t-shirt, walk
from bunk to door
and wonder what the hell
Gates is thinking
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because he knows the door is bulletproof
and can’t be opened
from outside.
I know there’s something wrong
with him because I’ve seen him

creeping
through the dorm
at night

opening airmen’s lockers
looking
for God knows what.

One day
I’m standing at attention—
during a snap inspection—
and Master Sergeant Lewis says, “Chief,
where are your buttons?”
“Sir, what buttons, sir,”
is all I can think to say. He spins
me ‘round to look. I see that buttons are, indeed,
missing,
but from uniforms
I haven’t ever worn.
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He chews my ass this way and that.
I say, “Sir, I’ve seen Sergeant Gates
unlocking lockers in the night
when he thinks
that we’re asleep.
I didn’t know what he was up to … until today.”

He says, “Chief,
are you trying to tell me
that Sergeant Gates is breaking protocol
just to mess with you?”
“Sir, no, sir!
It’s not just me—
we’ve found a lot of buttons loose
or missing before today,
but we thought our stuff was just
real cheaply made.
But now I know that’s not the case—
I haven’t ever worn the ones
that are now out of regulation.”

“Say that again,” he says. I say,
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“Sir, yes, sir.
The fatigues I’m wearing now are one
of two sets I’ve worn
since training started—
and those three—well,
they have never even left the locker, sir.”
He looks around at locker doors he’s not yet
looked into,
then sighs and yells, “At ease.
Inspection’s over.
Get ‘em locked, then get
your asses outside for drill!”

And now here’s Gates still tapping,
mad at me,
I guess, for what I’d said. I slide
the window cover back
so he can see me.
“Chief,” he slurs,
“just who I came to see.
Open the door.
Got somethin’ for ya … come on out now …
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so we can play”
is all he manages to slobber out
before he slumps
unconscious to the floor.

The weapons trainer tapped my shoulder, then handed me
a magazine. I snapped it in
and raised my hand
to show that I was good to go.
He nodded and I thumbed the safety off
then parked
the first thirty-five rounds tight
in a circle—
center mass—
as I was trained to do.
The final five
I let fly,
a little wide,
into the grass-covered berm behind.
I latched the safety on when I was done,
then laid the rifle flat
and raised my hand.
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just

The trainer nodded. I rose and stood,
my back
real straight, my eyes ahead,
my feet, of course,
a shoulders-width apart.
The trainer, hands at hips,
just stood and stared
hard downrange, eyes
unmoved
until he heard my score confirmed.
He raised a brow,
then turned and marked my card.
“At ease, Airman,”
loud enough to hear
through ear protectors,
is what he said,
handing me the card, then adding,
“Shame, that—
missed
by one.”

When Jones got off the phone
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I had him close
and lock the door when I went out to look
at Gates. I took
my t-shirt off and with
my fingers wrapped inside it
eased the gun
from his limp hand.
I cleared the chambered
round,
then put the safety on and slid the clip
out from the grip
and emptied it. I wiped
my prints away, then popped
the clip back in the gun
and left it near him
on the concrete floor.

I never learned what became of Sergeant Gates—
I’d heard he’d been discharged
and stripped of rank.
I could have done what I wanted with him
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while he lay passed out,
calm on that cold floor,
a ready weapon idle in his hand,
but what the fuck’s the point
of being led
or coaxed or pushed or punked
to do a thing
you wouldn’t in your right mind think to do,
like pick up that asshole’s gun

and shoot him

in the head?

I made sure Gates was breathing fine
before I rolled him on his side
and went back
into the dorm,
the bullets hidden
within my crumpled shirt.
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I knew I’d done all they’d asked of me
and more:
I’d folded underwear
in stupid, tiny squares;
polished my boots so smooth
they shone like mirrors;
I’d leapt awake at the sound
of metal garbage cans
bouncing down the aisles
between our bunks

at 3 am

to see the perverse smiles widen
on my drill instructors’ faces,
men whose job it was
to observe us
and record
how we functioned
on three hours of sleep
for days on end;
I’d marched
from here to kingdom come
in useless drill
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and stood at parade rest
for hours at a time
while the Lackland brass looked on,
taking bets
on which instructor’s airmen
would pass out first;
I’d even learned
to shoot
the way they’d taught me to;
but, at the end of six uncertain weeks,
having sewn
far too many buttons
back on uniforms, having
got my fill
of “Sir, yes, sir” and “Sir, no, sir,”
I felt I had learned
nothing more

than to refuse

to let my life become a loaded gun.
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COURTNEY HARLER

Nowhere
Beth guarded a notion of who she was, but she’d no idea who he might
be. She’d woken shivering, half-covered by a shared blanket, wooly and itchy.
Her left arm hung off the mattress, where her face had followed in the night.
She opened her eyes to find the floor close to her nose, her knuckles braced
against the planks, as if to keep her from falling.
Beth recognized stiffness in her lower back. Her head felt laden, too;
she didn’t move, just lay there, wondering, until something tiny crawled across
her neck. She jerked and yelped, but found only the frayed fringe of the blanket,
a fat caterpillar of fabric. This ugly place made her think of nasty bugs, like
cockroaches, or horned tobacco worms, come to play in the dark.
The man next to Beth did not wake, only continued to breathe heavily
through his nose, his large mouth open, dripping. Beth could see his teeth—
silver fillings, one missing molar. His black hair flopped over his face, hiding
his closed eyelids. His beard grew gray in patches. She didn’t recognize him. At
all. She sat, willing herself to remember.
She glanced around the room, found it filthy. She saw candy wrappers
on the floor and a beer-can pyramid in a corner by a turntable. Beth looked
down at herself, realized she was still wearing yesterday’s clothes—a tank with
cut-off jeans—twisted from sleeping. The button of her shorts was undone, but
the fly was still zipped. Yesterday, she’d also worn a shirt over her tank,
a flannel in pastel shades. Beth spotted her shirt balled by the rusted radiator.
She slipped out of bed. She pulled on her shirt, mismatching buttons
and holes. She found her flip-flops by the bedroom door and stuffed each one
into a back pocket. She opened the door to find bodies, everywhere: in the hall,
on the floor, lumped on couches. She glimpsed dirty bare feet emerging from
blankets, and gangly arms with open, flaccid hands. But no familiar faces.
She wove through sweaty bodies, tip-toeing and tripping on random,
inexpressive limbs, steadying herself with walls and doorjambs. They were so
deep in sleep she might have thought them all dead if not for a susurrus of grunts
and the slow eruption of one long, stuttering fart. Pop…pop-pop-pop…pop, like
a knock: quiet, loud, quiet again. Beth left via the kitchen door, unremarked,
even in her clumsy haste.
She found her Honda a half-mile down the gravel lane. She turned to
look back at the house and saw it leaned, precipitously, to the far side of the
lawn, a mass of entangled weeds and stunted shrubs. The house’s shuttered eyes
seemed to wink at her; its porch gave a gawking grin. She remembered the
missing molar, but Beth still couldn’t place the man. She stood until the sun rose
behind the house. Her vision blurred and refocused; the house disappeared and
reappeared.
Beth winced and blinked—then drove herself home, to somewhere.
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PAUL DOUGLAS MCNEILL II

In Reference to a Poem About Optimism
“No,” I said. “We have to stop.”
I jumped up. I backed away. My cock was still hard, but it was slowly
deflating.
I backed away. I stood in the corner. But I didn’t touch the wall.
Whenever I was in your apartment, I floated as much as possible. I looked at a
beam of streetlamp light on your carpet. Something to focus on. Looking down
and to the side makes one look traumatized. Scarred. Afraid. Conflicted. Ripped
to pieces. According to Dr. Merle R. Carson, an esteemed clinical psychologist,
victims of trauma “often exhibit a distrust of others, cannot make eye contact,
being forced to look toward the ground, and experience a decrease in sexual
desire.” So, I looked down at your new, white carpet. I did not look at you.
You sprawled on your stomach on your air mattress. An expensive air
mattress but still an air mattress. You later told me that you felt like a loser for
sleeping on an air mattress at 29 years old. Our bed – a Sealy Posturepedic
Memory Foam California King – sat in my apartment in Winston-Salem. It was
our last major purchase. Seven-hundred-and-twenty-nine dollars on a Mattress
Firm credit card. We could both sleep on it, fully spread out, and never touch.
When you rolled around at night, I never felt it. When I jerked off around
daybreak, I never woke you up. Our movements never traversed to the other
side. It even made sex more difficult. It had no give. It had no bounce. It offered
no assistance. We just kind of sank into the bed with every thrust. My ass
memorized by the foam. I once wrote a cliché-riddled poem about our bed, full
of metaphors and irony. It symbolized us, I wrote. I threw my poem away; I kept
our Sealy. It was a behemoth. The movers shot me evil looks when they carried
it down the stairs. They even folded it in half when I told them not to. “And I’m
on a fucking blow-up bed,” you said.
You just stared at me. I crossed my arms. Hugged myself. People
experiencing emotional trauma demonstrate the need for security through their
body language. They close up. Create shields. Build walls. Become guarded.
Experts call it “defensive body language.” Sherry Allen, an authority on
psychology whose profile photograph suggests kindness and understanding,
says, “Crossed arms might indicate that a person is feeling defensive, selfprotective, or closed-off.” So, I crossed my arms tightly around my ribs until my
fingers almost reached my spine.
“I can’t do this,” I said.
I could have. I just wanted to punish you.
“Why?” you asked. “Please, Paulie. Please don’t go away.”
I could tell you were going to cry.
My god. Your body. Even then. Your shoulders. Your mouth. Your
back. Your tiny, flat ass.
“It happened right there,” I said. “You and him. It was right there.”
I pointed at your bed. Your bed. Not my bed. Not our bed. I pointed at
your bed. But I looked at your floor. Victims rarely face the cause of their
emotional trauma. Experts call it a “trigger” or a “triggering device.” Luerena D.
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Cannon, a trauma therapist with an impressive publishing record, says that
trauma victims often avoid “feelings, people, places, and circumstances that may
trigger horrific remembrance.” James H. Bernstein, Ph.D. and a man so
respected a memorial scholarship was started in his honor, adds, “Victims
usually develop avoidance behavior to stimuli that are associated with the
trauma for fear of re-experiencing the event.” So, I didn’t look at you. I didn’t
look at your bed. But I pointed. I just pointed.
Then came your tears. Finally. You slammed your face into your
palms.
My god. Your body. Even then. Your hands. Your hair. Your forearms.
Your long, veiny neck.
I turned away and walked into your living room. But not out your front
door. Myrna F. Katz, Ph.D., Associate Director of The Smith Rehabilitation
Research Institute, and Associate Professor of Rehabilitation Medicine at James
Madison University, says victims often don’t escape because they are
“paralyzed with fear, feel isolated from the outside world, feel trapped, or still
love their partner, among many other reasons.” So, I didn’t walk out your front
door. I just walked into your living room.
Your apartment was so crisp and clean, it was almost startling. As if
even your panties dangling just over the rim of your hamper was a deliberate
choice. White stainless steel, white iron, soft shades of blue and grey. So subtly
pristine.
Our apartment was always a battle between methodical chaos and
meticulous order. A cold war between our personalities, played out room to
room through decorative decisions. A constant attempt to blend unmixable
elements. A standoff between old, dark-wood furniture and sleek, stainless steel
appliances. Your Restoration Hardware white leather chair. My uncle’s fuzzy,
green, hand-me-down loveseat. Your white fabric IKEA NOCKEBY sofa with
the chrome legs that I was never allowed to sit on while writing. “Where’s the
cap for that pen?” you always nagged. My Salvation Army Hepplewhite desk
that you refused to put our Mac on. “It just doesn’t match,” you said. Your mail
and literature organizers I kept forgetting to use. My drawings of 19th-century
tortured Dutch prisoners that you could never understand. Your greeting card
tree that I said was unnecessary. My brass candelabras I swore would come in
handy. Your cactus plants that you insisted on calling “succulents.” My ferns
that the birds kept fucking and shitting in. It took us two days to hang my picture
of Dickens’ cottage.
“The wall’s mostly empty now,” you said. “What if it doesn’t fit with
the paintings we buy in the future?”
“It’s a wall,” I said. “I wasn’t thinking that far ahead about our wall.”
You claimed that the “opposition of our styles creates an eclectic vibe.”
But then, juxtaposition turned to slow, steady separation. Your bathroom, my
bathroom. Your drawers, my drawers. Your desk, my desk. Your shelves, my
shelves. Your closet, my closet. Your debt, my debt. Your vacation to Venice
Beach with your sister. Your musician. My vacation to Asheville with my
brother. My Army widow. Your signature, my signature.
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“Please don’t walk away,” you said as you sucked up snot. “Please
don’t leave me alone.”
I didn’t have to walk away. I just wanted to punish you.
You followed. “Why can’t we get past this?” you asked.
I stammered through shallow, short, labored breaths. I clinched my
muscles. I almost placed my hand on your wall for support, but I pulled back
before making contact. I put my other hand on my chest. According to Belinda
Kramer, M.A., and Senior Editor of the reliable website Healthguide.org,
“Anxiety attacks usually occur suddenly and without warning. Sometimes
there’s an obvious trigger, such as reliving a traumatic experience. Symptoms
include: pounding heart, heart palpitations, chest pain, shortness of breath,
muscle tension, feeling like you’re going to pass out, and dizziness.” So, I
kneeled down on your floor and formed a ball, hugging my knees to my chest.
“I just – we just can’t,” I mumbled.
I could have – we could have. I just wanted to punish you.
“I’m so sorry,” you cried. “Oh no. Please, no. Please, please.”
You put your hands on your forehead. You slowly slid down your
fridge, just like in a cheesy movie or a bad play. You cried until you coughed
and gagged and could barely breathe. You even began to panic as you tried to
catch your breath. Even in the dark, I could see your face turning blue. The kind
of blue it used to turn only when I made you cum too hard, but then you would
catch your breath and cry while I just stared at your face slowly turning from
blue to red and back to pale white.
My god. Your body. Even then. Your elbows. Your armpits. Your tits.
Your red and blue swollen face.
I just watched your stomach tighten and bulge. You climbed on all
fours to try and catch your breath. You even whimpered like a dog. I did not
react.
Some experts call it “lower empathic resonance.” Dr. Alex Rory, Ph.D.,
and Director of Evaluation of The Trauma Treatment Center at The Justice
Resource Foundation, says that victims of trauma might have “difficulty
perceiving and responding to other's emotional states, and exhibit a lack of
empathy." So, I just watched you and stared at your hood piercing. It shimmered
in the streetlamp light, and I briefly thought of an idea for another poem. And
then I wished I still had my tongue ring. The clicking sound was the only real
way I ever knew I was on target. But I didn’t react to your tears.
“I’m sleeping on your couch,” I said. “Until I’m sober enough to
drive.”
Experts call it “drinking to cope.” Kate Evans and Andrew Maher,
prolific writers and co-authors of the best-selling book, Healing Addicted
Survivors, say, “Up to three quarters of victims of trauma report drinking
problems. They may drink because using alcohol can distract them from their
problems for a short time. However, using too much alcohol makes it harder to
cope with stress and trauma memories. Alcohol use and intoxication (getting
drunk) can increase symptoms. Examples of symptoms that can get worse are
numbing of feelings, being cut off from others, anger and irritability, depression,
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and the feeling of being on guard.” So, I just stumbled over to your couch, sat
down, and waited.
I could have crawled over to provide comfort. But I just wanted to
punish you.
You didn’t say anything. You just sobbed and blubbered and sniffled in
decreasing volume and decreasing intensity. You wiped snot and tears and spit
from your nose and mouth and rubbed the cocktail on your legs. You brushed
your sticky and matted hair off your cheek. “I’m so gross,” you said. You slowly
stood up. You walked, head down, defeated, back into your bedroom.
My god. Your body. Even then. Your calves. Your visible vertebrae.
Your heels. Your crater-covered thighs.
I sat naked on your couch. I chewed on my fingers until they bled, and I
wiped my blood on the cushions of your white couch. Father-son psychosomatic
dermatologists Doug Toomey Jr. and Doug Toomey III call the condition
dermatophagia – the impulse to bite and ingest your own skin. A neurotic habit
or compulsion to self-mutilate your own skin or its appendages with your teeth.
Experts say it’s a way to relieve stress. The skin of my fingers thickened over
time, but my fingertips were always rough and half-bleeding, with mini-open
wounds always ready to bust. I ruined so many shirts just trying to button them
up. I ruined so many pants just trying to pull up the zipper. I once ruined the
back of your favorite dress when you asked me to zip you up, and then you said,
“That’s it. You can’t touch my pussy again until you stop chewing your hands. I
don’t want those nasty fingers in my pussy.”
I noticed a long, red hair on your coffee table. His hair. I picked it up,
twisted it around my fingers, and stretched it until it snapped. I thought of
nothing else but slow, subtle torture. I thought of you crying alone in your bed.
Hyperventilating, I prayed. I slowly looked around your living room. Your mail
and literature organizers were all filled with your design projects and knitting
patterns. Your greeting card tree was decked out with old postcards of places
you planned to visit. Your succulents were littered here and there, all perfectly
complementing their corner of your apartment. Your copies of every book
featuring Sarma Melngailis, all completely taking up the M section of your
bookcase. The last time we spoke, you called me your Strangis, and I said your
obsession with Sarma made perfect sense.
I looked out at Greensboro – your city – and scanned the empty railroad
tracks and watched the buses lumber in and out of the depot. I noticed your new,
red PT Cruiser sitting in your parking space, and then I thought of your old 1990
brown Subaru Legacy. DeeDee. She lasted 18 years before she died after a long
drive through the mountains. We took pictures with her like old Victorian
families used to take pictures with their recently deceased babies. And when the
tow truck took her away, you cried like we just put the family dog down after an
unexpected illness. You cried everyday after work for a week, and you couldn’t
mention her for months without your voice cracking and your eyes welling up.
She was the last thing you owned from the days before we met. After your CDs
were scratched and sold to eliminate clutter, the piles of your journals were
thrown away because they were childish, your teenager clothes were donated
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because they weren’t professional, and all of your old dishes were broken or
lost, DeeDee was all that was left. And then, your DeeDee was sold for parts,
and everything left was ours. For a while. And then Your and My began their
war.
I walked back into your bedroom. I nestled behind you. I hesitated
putting my arm around your waist, as if holding you took effort. As if your skin
burned. After all, I was fighting past extreme emotional pain. I was traumatized.
After four seconds, I placed my arm around your waist.
Sigmund Freud, widely known as the father of psychoanalysis, calls it
“the repetition compulsion.” He argues that a victim of trauma often “repeats a
traumatic event or its circumstances over and over again. This includes
reenacting the event or putting oneself in situations where the event is likely to
happen again.” Later, Erik Erikson, a man so brilliant he served as a professor at
prominent institutions such as Harvard and Yale without holding even a
bachelor’s degree, would call it “the destiny neurosis.” He argues, “Victims
often make the same mistakes over and over because the individual
unconsciously arranges for variations of an original theme which he has not
learned either to overcome or to live with.” So, I returned to your bed, and I held
you.
You sighed as my arms encased you. We said nothing. You turned and
looked at me.
I could see your big, wide, deer eyes – one green, one blue – stare at
me. You once told me that it was called heterochromia. It has something to do
with your ancestry, your Sicilian side or your Swiss side; I don’t remember
which. It explained your freckles. And your almost translucent skin. Your veins
were always on display. It didn’t explain your pectus excavatum. That was
different. The first time we made out, you hid your tits with your hair.
“Don’t do that,” I said, and I brushed your dry, straw hair off your
chest.
“I hate my tits,” you said, and you placed my fingers into the top of
your ribcage. “I have a dent,” you said. “It makes my tits all pointy. When I was
a kid, I was a pale, white girl with rabbit teeth, freckles, and a dent, living in the
black part of Boston. It fucking sucked.”
Since birth, your body was always at war with your beauty. Always
attempting to keep you humble. Just odd enough to be interesting, just flawed
enough to kill your modeling dreams. A short bridge between ugly and
attractive.
“I was born with a hemangioma,” I said. “I had lumps on my head until
I was 10. I had them removed. But there is still blue on my temple and all over
my neck. When I was a kid, people thought my parents beat me. Now, people
always think I have a huge hickey.”
“I thought you tried to hang yourself,” you said. “Don’t worry; I
thought it was kind of hot.”
And then you kissed my hemangioma. And I kissed your dent. And we
fucked with your rough, battered nipples between my teeth the whole time.
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But now, you just closed your eyes. You kept them closed. “I’m so
sorry, Polliwog,” you said. “I feel so dirty. I hate myself. I feel so disgusting.
I’m so ugly.” I rubbed your cheek. I kissed your forehead.
“Babydoll,” I said. “You are the most perfect thing I have ever seen.”
You climbed on top of me. You slid me inside. I thought of you. I
thought of you with him. I thought of you with him in your bed in my spot.
Once his spot. For a night that lasts and lasts, once a spot you gave to him. My
punishment. And I could hear the sand and the waves collide.
My god. Your body. Even then. Your shallow belly button. Your meaty
labia. Your freckles. All of your freckles. Your soft, squishy hips.
We finished. We cried. We rested. And my tantrum was over.
According to Peter K. Wiesel, a successful professor and author
specializing in the areas of interpersonal effectiveness, “Most manipulative
individuals have four common characteristics: They know how to detect your
weaknesses. Once found, they use your weaknesses against you. Through their
shrewd machinations, they convince you to give up something of yourself in
order to serve their self-centered interests. Once a manipulator succeeds in
taking advantage of you, he or she will likely repeat the violation until you put a
stop to your exploitation.”
My tantrum was over. My tantrum had just begun.
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KOLBY NEWTON

Evan Smith Window Silhouette
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MARK BLICKLEY

My Better Half
People who see me must think I’m eccentric, emotionally disturbed, or lonely.
People who speak with me have told me that I’m an obnoxious, good for
nothing bastard, a nasty prick, but I don’t give a fuck what anyone thinks. I
don’t even care who reads this damned notebook. My name, Andrew Tremper,
is right on the cover for all to see.
It all started about nine years ago. I was shacking up with this girl who
was what they call a “modern dancer.” We lasted a little under a year together.
Her name was Miriam and she went to some artsy fartsy college up in New
England to study THE DANCE. When she returned to New York she joined a
dance company called Dervishing Divas. I met her at a performance on
Manhattan’s Upper West Side.
I was confused. I’m an educated man and I know what a dervish is—
it’s spinning around, out of control. But the Divas didn’t spin. Hell, they barely
moved. For over an hour all they did was lift a leg or move an arm or twitch
their head every few minutes while electronic music slammed into our eyes and
pulsing lights irritated our eyes. The Dervishing Divas sucked, but Miriam
looked awfully good in her low cut leotard, and I could see that she had the
rounded buttocks of a thoroughbred horse.
I don’t even remember how I got to a Dervishing Diva performance or
where I heard about them, except that back then I used to make the rounds of a
lot of inexpensive arts events because there was always lots of women and I was
posturing as an arts enthusiast, a good looking, well-built arts enthusiast. Hell, I
remember the night I nailed Miriam. I had to put up with hours of her artspeak
about how the Divas don’t dance, they manipulate movement and shit like that.
Well, let me tell you, she moved like a worm with a match under it later that
night and a lot of nights that followed.
When she finally skipped out on me, the bitch left me a going away
present---a life size cardboard cut-out of myself. On a note pinned to its crotch
she said she had it made because talking to the cutout was the only time she
could have an adult conversation with me, expose her feelings without being
ridiculed, cut-off or ignored. The note said a helluva lot more than that, it was a
freakin’ manifesto, but you get the idea. It was a real artsy exit, don’t you
think? And probably the highlight of her creative career. I mean, just imagine
all the thinking, planning and execution involved in trying to make me feel like
a complete shit.
I was going to throw the damned thing out, but I grew sort of attached
to it. She did pick a pretty decent photo of me to enlarge in cardboard, although
I’ve always thought of myself as somewhat taller than I am. Standing back to
back with the cutout proves we’re both the exact height, five feet ten and three
quarters of an inch. That sonofabitch dancer nailed me down to three quarters of
an inch. In her manifesto she predicted I’d keep the life size cutout because I
was so in love with myself. Miriam was wrong. I kept it to show the other
broads I bang the monument of obsessive love given to me by a former member
of the Dervishing Divas. The girls I take up to my apartment all seem to be
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impressed, so I guess Miriam’s cruelty backfired on her. How’s that saying go
about a last laugh?
I kept the cardboard cut-out of myself inside my apartment for about
three or four years. It made its world debut at a stupid party thrown by a woman
I was involved with who lived in Hoboken. The point of the party was that no
one could speak. Everybody had to write these responses, keep them in their
pockets, and then show them to other guests when communication was desired.
We were kind of like idiotic mimes without makeup. I feel like an ass even
admitting that I’ve attended those parties, but hey, in a time of AIDS, artsy
babes are the most liberal and liberated, so I played the game to win the prize.
Sue me. It’s better than sitting home and choking the chicken in front of adult
video rentals although that, too, has its moments.
I cut up a few garbage bags and wrapped them around my cardboard
cut-out that I named Sir Andrew. As I pulled the plastic around Sir Andrew’s
head, it felt as if I was trying to suffocate myself, which is ridiculous because I
don’t hate me. I pulled the plastic off Sir Andrew and decided to take him
outside in all his glory. I figured I’d allow other people to enjoy twice the
pleasure of our handsome face.
I had to carry my cardboard cut-out of myself down to the PATH train
station at Thirty-third Street. PATH trains are subways that link New York City
with New Jersey; and man did I get some bizarre reactions to carrying a life size
cut-out of myself under my arm as I crossed the state line beneath the Hudson
River. I dug the attention.
The reason why I decided to take Sir Andrew---I’m just plain old
Andrew---to the party was because I’ll be damned if I’ll spend my time writing
out silly shit on slips of paper just to appease some piece of ass. If they want me
to be silent at a party, fine, they can talk to my life-sized cardboard cut-out, Sir
Andrew. He won’t answer them back.
Sir Andrew was the hit of the party. A gorgeous redhead even slipped
me her phone number when her hostess wasn’t watching because she wanted to
hook up with the “creative genius” that had turned the party’s conceit into what
she said was a new art form, or some crap like that, yet all I did at the party was
smoke some pot, down glasses of great cognac that the label said was made by
monks, and eat like a pig. Whenever anyone approached me with their little
fuckin’ witty remarks on paper I’d shrug, shake my head, and point to Sir
Andrew, who I propped up in a corner of the living room. So there you have it,
the secrets of a creative genius. My mother used to yell at me that if I kept my
mouth shut people wouldn’t know how stupid I was. I guess the old bag was
right. Anyway, tragedy befell me and Sir Andrew later that evening. I had
planned to spend the night with my girlfriend, but she caught me making out
with the redhead in the bathroom and pitched a fit. That’s when the silent party
turned into screams. I told her to shut up and stop running the integrity of her
party, to pull something out of her fuckin’ pocket for me to read if there was
something she wanted to say.
The redhead immediately ran off and shortly afterwards my girlfriend
kicked me out of her apartment. I grabbed Sir Andrew and staggered my way
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back towards the PATH station. I was really loaded; that bitch should not have
driven me out of her home. Before I even made it over to the subway, a
Hoboken cop gave me a summons for pissing in the street. I think I even
accidentally sprayed a bit on poor Sir Andrew.
I had a hard enough time navigating through the streets and train
turnstiles, but with Sir Andrew tucked under my arm it became damn near
impossible. My cardboard cut-out smashed into telephone poles, parked cars,
fire hydrants, as well as other pedestrians, and was nearly decapitated by closing
subway doors. By the time we arrived home, Sir Andrew was bent, ripped,
crumpled and stained. He looked exactly the way I felt. He slipped out of my
hands as I flopped onto my bed.
When I woke up the next afternoon the first thing I saw was Sir
Andrew, face up on the floor, next to my bed. He looked scary. It was as if I
was looking in a mirror at a decaying, diseased image of myself. My first
impulse was to crush my cut-out and toss it into the garbage, but the idea of
trashing myself like that was too disturbing. That was when I realized how
attached I’d become to the fuckin’ thing.
I couldn’t keep the cut-out, but I wouldn’t throw it out either, until I
could replace it. That’s when I remembered walking past this porno palace right
off of Times Square that advertised they could make life-sized cut-outs from
photos, although the sample displays were all these gross looking naked people
with bloated breasts and shriveled shlongs. They reminded me of my first
experience at a nudist beach. I was about fifteen years old and was expecting to
see all these incredibly hot babes jiggling about, playing volleyball, stretched
out in the sand flashing more than just a smile. What a disgusting shock to
discover that the nudists were mostly guys, middle-aged or even older, and the
women on the beach looked like my Mom’s friends, or like our neighbors.
Anyway, I set up a timer on my camera and took fresh portraits of
myself in my favorite outfits and picked out the best one. The guy at the porno
palace couldn’t believe that my balls weren’t at least hanging out through my
zipper. He charged me eighty-seven dollars and change and did a beautiful job.
When I picked it up I noticed something quite interesting. My cardboard facial
expression had a really strange look to it. I’ve since heard it described as
compassionate, concerned, thoughtful and affectionate. The truth was that my
expression was affected by total anxiety. It was the first time I had ever used
my camera timer, the first time I ever took pictures of myself and I didn’t think I
was going to pull it off. I was too embarrassed to ask someone to take multiple
portraits of me because they might think I was some kind of conceited,
narcissistic bastard.
I liked having the new, updated version of Sir Andrew with me.
Because of Saint Andrew’s success at the Hoboken party, I decided to regularly
ferry it out in public. And let me tell you, it attracted and engaged more female
strangers than if I had been walking the most adorable puppy in Manhattan. I
did notice, however, that when talking with these curious and inquisitive women
they seemed to be paying more attention to my cardboard face rather than to my
real face that was sputtering out words of charm and profundity.
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The first question I was always asked was, of course, why do I have a
life-size cut-out of myself? My answer would vary according to the appearance
of the inquisitor. If guys asked me I would usually say something like my
girlfriend is going out of town and couldn’t bear to be without me for even a
day, so she forced me to clone myself so I could travel everywhere she went. Or
I would feign shock that they hadn’t heard about the terrorist attack in Florence
and that they needed an immediate model to replace the recently exploded statue
of David, so I was on my way to Federal Express Sir Andrew to the Italian
authorities, you know, stuff like that.
When young women asked me the same question my response was
dependent on how they looked. If I wasn’t attracted to the questioner I’d give
them the same answer I gave the guys. If the woman looked like she had
potential, I’d say something romantic like I was on my way to launch this
cardboard representation of myself into the Hudson River, not unlike a Viking
funeral pyre, because my dreams of trying to connect with true love had died, or
my response would be something humbly humorous, like I decided to invest all
my negative traits into this cut-out and was on my way to burn it in a sacrificial
fire of repentance and purification, or some shit like that. You get the idea.
Funny thing, it turned out women didn’t invest any of my negative
traits into Sir Andrew---they did the exact opposite. Sometimes I’d bang babes
that I swear were more in love with my cardboard self than with me. I
remember one girl insisting that I prop the cut-out by the bed and keep the lights
on so that she could see Sir Andrew while we did the nasty. There certainly are
a lot of freaks out there, but freaks are the most fun in bed.
Sir Andrew was pretty good for me in more ways than just the babe
department. I never needed a scale. When I’d start to pork up a little all I had to
do was compare myself with the cardboard stud and it would force me to keep
myself in check. I had to maintain the same handsome and appealing
appearance as Sir Andrew because my worst nightmare would be that one day
I’d be cruising the streets with Sir Andrew and no one would recognize that it
was a life sized cut-out of me. Call it vanity if you want, but I call it a fight
against nostalgia. I don’t ever want Sir Andrew to represent my glory days---he
must be representative of the here and now. And it’s more important to me now
than ever because that schmuck of mayor, Guiliani, has cleaned up the Times
Square area and replaced porno shops with all the cartoon crap and family
entertainments. Even my cardboard cut-out maker, Leon Sasha, was driven out
of his Peep Show Paradise months ago and I’ve been unable to track him down.
I take Sir Andrew with me almost everywhere I go these days. Aside
from his talent for attracting women, I discovered that he also supplies me with
peace and safety when I travel home to Manhattan after working in one of the
sleaziest neighborhoods in Brooklyn. All the fruitcakes, psychos and homeless
assholes seem to fall instantly in love with Sir Andrew. I just lean back in my
subway seat, close my eyes, and hold up the cut-out like a shield while some
lunatic mutters away at it instead of pulling out a knife or hassling me about
money. They tell the cardboard all about their wildest and sickest thoughts,
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experiences, confessions and actually seem to find comfort from that stupid look
on Sir Andrew’s face.
But the truth is, I’m starting to get a little pissed over all the attention
paid Sir Andrew. Why the fuck does everybody love him so much? Why is he
more important to people than I am? I mean, if I don’t take care of him, protect
him, he could easily be destroyed because he’s so goddamned fragile even a
little moisture could melt his compassionate smile into a sneer and ruin him!
Ruin us!
What started out as a gimmick to attract attention to myself has really
boomeranged into a gimmick that diverts attention away from me. Sometimes I
feel like I’m the prop and that my cardboard image carts me around to help me
keep in touch with the rest of humanity. To be honest I guess I’d like to be more
like Sir Andrew. I’ve noticed that I have a tendency to sprinkle profanities and
slang into my speech in order to bolster my image as a strong man, but Sir
Andrew is completely silent and no one, man or woman, has ever questioned his
strength or manliness. And he really seems to be able to help people with their
problems because he listens to them and stares them in the face when they’re
talking to him.
In some ways I sort of admire Sir Andrew, but it’s kind of hard to
change when your role model is yourself.
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RONDA MILLER

Geese
circle around,
fly backwards,
fail to synchronize,
flail and squawk,
eventually fall
away into space,
their instincts
as confused as my own.
This year an antichrist
strides, legs long enough
to reach Kansas from D.C.,
or is that New York?
Native Americans fight
for clean water rights
the world over, stand
their ground as others
around me shrink and smirk,
shirk family duties.
How do we triage
those we love?
Why can’t we inconvenience
ourselves, downsize our homes,
or simply ask that aged
parent for a loan,
live together as one?
I keep faith/presence
with like minded people,
promise myself
to continue the fight,
search the sky for geese,
who by instinct,
know where they’re going,
take flight,
and so do I.
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RONDA MILLER

We Stand
I turn on the water faucet.
Not a day goes by that I don’t
think about how blessed
I am to have running water,
clean water, water to drink,
to cook with, to wash myself
and my clothing, to flush
what my body can’t use
away from me.
I think about how much water
it takes to fill your body and mine,
and how it flows through us without
our thinking about it.
My dreams are about water,
drowning in it close to boats
that float just out of reach
of Water Protectors.
I think how sacred they
are to our way of life,
to staying alive.
I’ve always felt the burden,
the duty,
the heaviness,
of carrying water
to crops, to livestock,
to the garden patch.
Sometimes the weight
of my own water
is too heavy to carry alone.
I’ve felt the joy of water,
as rainbow lift against autumn sky.
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I remember the joy of carrying
my children,
filled with their own water,
inside of me. Then my water
broke and they carried their own
water forward and away from me.
They were able to live because
of breast milk I made from my water.
Emotions flow through us,
fill our vessels, escape
our eyes as water droplets.
I watch in silence as Water Protectors
are hurt by their water,
our water,
as it is used,
a weapon against them.

“We Stand”, first published in Heartland
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ALEXANDRIA ARCENEAUX

Party Values
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CHRISTINE STODDARD

La Hija Mixta in Spanish Class
“Where did you learn to speak Spanish so well?”
Hearing the question made my throat constrict. I was a biracial freshman on the
campus of a tiny, private liberal arts college where about 90 percent of the
student population was white. Naturally, the classmate asking me the question
was white, too. And white was also how at least half of the world perceived me
most of the time. Back then, being young and scared and 1,000 miles from
home, I didn’t correct them. Our campus was too small and too isolated, with
only a sneeze of a town for miles around. Why wouldn’t I try to pass when
white privilege usually worked in my favor?
Emphasis on “usually.” There was still the heartbreak of erasure, which,
admittedly, was mostly self-inflicted at that point. It’s hard for someone to
acknowledge what you are if you won’t admit, well, what you are. No identity is
a chalkboard. Even with the eraser in my hand, I could hardly call ignoring half
of my heritage empowering.
Without money for the salon, I regularly ran hydrogen peroxide soaked cotton
balls through my hair to lighten my dark brown locks. I relaxed my massive
curly mane with a mild children’s formula and chopped off the chunks that
hadn’t straightened to my liking. I ended up with the triangle hair of nobody’s
dreams. Every night, I massaged my face with bleaching cream and every
morning, I rubbed baby powder onto my skin. I slathered myself in sunscreen,
even though I avoided direct sunlight at all costs. I was going to be más blanca
que todas las blanquitas.
But I knew I would never end up with a peaches and cream complexion; even at
my palest, I was light olive, not porcelain. Some people would always suspect
and “otherness.” They would comment on my “exotic” look, pointing to features
I could not hide, like my hips or my cheekbones. Still, I tried to pass for as white
as I could. Life is kinder to white people. You know that when you grow up
witnessing your parent of color endure things that your white parent does not.
All of my efforts to pass were part of an elaborate defense mechanism.
So when my classmate asked the question about my Spanish one night after our
study group broke, my heart jumped. There was no malice in her voice, only
curiosity, but even that terrified me. My mind skipped to childhood bullying and
lunches I tossed rather than eat before my taunting classmates. The difference
between then and now was that I had grown up in a much bigger place than
where I attended college that year. There were options for escape back home.
On that campus, there were none.
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She knows, I told myself. I immediately turned around to gather my books so I
wouldn’t have to meet her eyes when I replied. Then I said, “Just, you know,
high school classes.”
I refused to tell her that my mother was from El Salvador, a country I had never
visited. I refused to tell her that I was ashamed of my imperfect Spanish—that
even when I earned high marks and awards, it was never enough to satisfy my
secret but flawed definition of latinidad. I refused to tell her anything at all
because I did not want her friendship.
Friendship would mean disclosing secrets and I wanted to leave nothing behind
when I transferred. I wasn’t open to vulnerability because that would’ve
required too much humility. It’s difficult to confide in a friend when you can
barely acknowledge you have a problem. I needed to define myself using my
own proud process. Part of that process involved transferring. The need to go
someplace bigger where I wouldn’t have to duck from my identity on a daily
basis wasn’t the only reason to transfer, but it certainly was a factor in my
decision. I could only keep up the farce for so long. The prospect of being
“discovered” made me paranoid, which in turn made me miserable.
When you subject yourself to that level of mental gymnastics, you have to
develop your own coping behaviors, if not for the integrity you’ve already
started to lose then for your sanity. One of my survival tactics that year was
listening to Manu Chao’s song “Me Gustas Tú” on repeat. It had always been a
favorite, but its lyrical simplicity comforted me in a time of need. It’s a song
about liking someone and that was a period when I desperately needed to like
myself.
Me gustan los aviones, me gustas tú
Me gusta viajar, me gustas tú
Me gusta la mañana, me gustas tú
Me gusta el viento, me gustas tú
Me gusta sonar, me gustas tú
Me gusta la mar, me gustas tú
I would sit alone in my dorm room, drawing or reading for hours as I mouthed
the words to this song over and over again. I confined myself to my bed, nestled
in sheets I probably washed once all year. Then I pressed play as many times as
I needed. If there was a place to indulge in late teens self-absorption, it was in
fly-over country.
Yet instead of using my white privilege as an advocacy tool, I holed myself up
in that room. It was easier to retreat to my imagination than address how race
impacted those around me. That may seem like too high of an expectation for an
18-year-old, but I had always been a high achiever. Why not redirect some of
my neurotic obsession to perform, organize, and accomplish? There were
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students of color on campus who, unlike me, did not have the option of passing.
No number of toiletries could scrub away their blackness or brownness. They
were stuck. I vowed that when I transferred to a larger urban school, I would
change. I had no courage in the cornfields. As much as I made that happen at my
new university, I tend to dwell on my failures, and one in particular.
A couple of years after I transferred, I befriended a fellow biracial girl with a
more burdensome background than my own. I say that because we went to
school in the former capital of the Confederacy, and this friend had one white
parent and one black parent. We bonded over our “otherness” because even
though we attended a diverse school, our program was remarkably white.
Sometimes there isn’t a single reason why a friendship fails. In this case, I now
claim most of the responsibility. One of my many faults during our friendship
was my impatience. I saw this friend replicating my freshman year behaviors—
the denial, the angst, the insistence on passing as white—but, unlike me, she
tried to remedy the pain and confusion with drugs and alcohol. Today I regret
my lack of compassion. Even though I related to her dilemma, I knew that in a
place that still flew the Confederate flag high in the sky, her plight was worse. I
went from Florence Nightingale to a deserter faster than I care to remember.
People occasionally call us biracial folks “tomorrow people,” implying that one
day race relations will have progressed to a point where everyone will be
blatantly, happily mixed and racial hatred will end. But we biracial folks are the
people of today and the people of yesterday, and our history shows that such
change may never come.
The Americas can trace the start of racial mixing back to 1492. In much of the
rest of the world, however, racial mixing began much earlier. Yet the
antagonism over our very existence as biracial people has festered for centuries.
I have hope for race relations in the future, but I’m not blind to the fact that they
may never significantly improve. There may always be biracial people who try
to pass for white.
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MICHAEL MARROTTI

The Revocation of White Privilege
I was walking to my dealer's house, putting miles on these Converse All-stars,
when the sincerity of my movie star smile began to dwindle. I know a miserable
asshole when I see one.
It was contempt at first sight. Not even my white privilege could've saved me
from the tumultuous road ahead.
The sexy blonde haired, blue eyed, college student who destroyed my
imagination with her promiscuous attire, also destroyed my soon to be chemical
smile with her malicious comments.
The confrontation was inevitable. I tried to walk past, but she wouldn't permit
it. The minute I said excuse me was the minute she smacked the cup of coffee
out of my left hand, stood on her tippy toes to be at eye level, and put her index
finger on my right temple as she said,
"You got a little dick, and you're taking up all the sufficient jobs, fuck you!"
I batted her fragile finger out of my face like it was an annoying insect, took a
step back as a precaution, and spoke the words,
"Fuck off with all the presumptions, I've never had any complaints by all the
woman who have frequented my reproductive organ. And by the way, I'm also
an unemployed sponsored poet, bitch!"
"Black lives matter, little dick!" replied the self-loathing college student.
I was shaking my head saying, "Nobody ever said they didn't! Take a walk
already! Time is precious!"
She refused to relent. Her lecture persisted as white people drove by in Audi
sports cars screaming out their windows, "Black power!"
I reached in my pocket for a smoke, sparked it up with my white lighter, and
thought to myself, maybe I should start watching CNN. The indoctrination is
among us!
"Honky scum!" screamed the annoying woman. "Using a white lighter is
racist! You fucking disgust me! I bet you're voting for Trump, huh? You wanna
make America white again!"
I ended up pushing her into a conveniently placed puddle, ironically enough,
on her left side, in a attempt to mitigate the harassment. That's when she
screamed rape, and began to compare me to Christopher Columbus.
I yelled out, "White lives matter!" as I pursued my original goal of attaining
sustenance.
About a block up from the latest disaster is when a white guy drove past me in
a black Subaru, throwing a chocolate milkshake at my face. Luckily for me, I'd
seen it coming, and ducked just in time. I heard the words:
"Affirmative action won't save your white ass, motherfucker!"
In a fit of rage, I took off after the Subaru driver in the middle of the street,
screaming obscenities. My aggravated assault charge kept on driving. Freedom
was mine, but at a heavy price I could not afford.
I made a left turn onto Washington road when an older couple walked past me.
I overheard the old man saying he didn't ask to be white. I remember the old
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woman saying something about Obama being the best president of all time, even
though his mother is on the wrong side of the fence.
At this point there was only a block separating me from my ideal destination,
away from the madness. I decided it would be safer to jog the rest of the way.
There was no telling what could transpire in this predominantly white, selfloathing neighborhood of Mt. Lebanon.
Perspiration was building up on my back, when a car of angry white males
pulled over next to me. For the love of a god who doesn't exist, why must I be
singled out?
"Get over here, nigger!" yelled the delusional white guy wearing a Michael
Jordan jersey.
I was attempting to catch my breath, inspecting the white skin tone of my body
when I replied, "Bro, you obviously have me mistaken for someone else."
He pulled out a crowbar from the backseat of his car and said, "You're going
down, nigger!
I ran head on into the moron who was prohibiting my path, punched him in the
throat, and maneuvered through to my destination. No courtesy knock included.
I let myself in.
Joey came to the hallway wearing a black FUBU shirt. He was definitely
startled by my disregard of etiquette.
"Mario, what the fuck man?"
"Dude, I'm sorry, but every self-loathing citizen in Mt. Lebanon wants a piece
of my white ass! What the fuck is going on?"
"It's old news now, man. The end is near. CNN has persuaded the white race to
self-destruct because of our past transgressions. No big deal, man."
I threw my hands up in the air, over my head saying, "What the fuck do you
mean, no big deal? This is fucking ridiculous!"
"Cool down, man. Have a seat, and enjoy what's left."
That's when Joey got up to answer the door. He brought back another
consumer who happened to be black.
I took a look at the new gentleman I've never met before, and made my
introduction.
He gave me an apathetic gaze, and said, "Can you get your nigger ass out of
my seat?"
I balled up my fists and replied, "How about you go fuck yourself?"
Joey offered him backup by saying, "Mario, things have changed in the past
twelve hours, if you didn't happen to notice. What I need you to do right now is
pay attention. Get it through your little head. We're the niggers now, okay?"
My old friend anger was back again. I couldn't believe what was happening!
"Fuck you!" I said. "This isn't right!"
"Actually it is." replied Joey. "We must atone for the sins of people we've
never met. Now get your nigger ass up or I'm not serving you. Your white
privilege has been revoked!"
I stood up to make my purchase, reassuring them that these FDA regulated
drugs are a product of the white man. Then I pulled out my iPhone to sign into
Facebook, also crediting the white man for these convenient inventions.
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Joey put his head down in shame. The black guy gave me the finger.
I made a post on Facebook that said: If you're not gonna kill whitey, the least
you could do is boycott his inventions! Within five minutes it went viral.
I used Joe's bathroom as a drug haven, snorting line after line off his white
porcelain sink. Then I felt the first narcotic shit of the day building up, so I
decimated his toilet and didn't bother to flush.
I was feeling better, but inadequate to what was, before all this self-loathing
prevailed. I decided to leave. Not before slamming the door though, screaming
out,
"No white guilt, only white pride! Turn off that television! It's a product of the
evil white man!"
It was like a different world once I stepped outside. Discarded iPhones, and
cars were everywhere.
Unbelievable!
That Facebook post really did go viral. It proceeded to get worse as I made my
journey back home. All I wanted was a Big Mac at McDonald's, but that
establishment along with all the others are now a distant memory. This was two
months ago.
The human race is slowly slipping into darkness, literally, due to the boycott
of whitey. To me it's incomprehensible.
The white male throughout time has given his creations to the world in order
to make it a better place. To repudiate that, is to renounce our existence. What's
really mind blowing is that people would rather die, than show
acknowledgement. Now all we're left with is nostalgia.
An era when lights flickered, toilets flushed, free porn was on the internet, and
Woody Allen movies were on the television.
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ZEKE JARVIS

Dark, Not Stormy
The night was neither dark, nor stormy. I mean, I suppose that it was
somewhat dark. It was, after all night, but stormy? No. The meteorologists had
predicted some rain in the area, but the meteorologists were wrong, as they often
are, which is funny in a way, because, if you think about it, meteorologist (more
commonly referred to as “weather man” or “weather person”, preferably not
“weather girl”, as it is a bit demeaning and sounds like a bad super hero from the
eighties) is one of the few professions where you can be wrong, like, flat out
wrong, and people just say, “it happens”, and don’t really get that upset. You
couldn’t do that in other fields. You couldn’t, for instance, be a garbage man (or
sanitation engineer, as it is less commonly referred to as) and toss just anything
into the truck. Like, you couldn’t toss somebody’s lunch into a garbage truck
and have them say, “it happens”, like anybody could make a mistake about what
garbage is. I’m sure that something has got left behind or tossed out that
shouldn’t have been, but people don’t accept it like they do with meteorologists.
So, anyway, the night was neither dark nor stormy. It was not a night
built for clichés, unless they are that one cliché about clowns, but there’s
something about nights (maybe the darkness?) that seems to always make that
cliché true. Or maybe it’s just always true about clowns. It’s probably best to not
think about clowns one way or the other. Though I once had a dream about these
clowns that were half plant and half person, and they ate people, which makes
them half cannibalistic, I guess. It was horrifying. But that was a different night.
This night was kind of dark and not at all stormy.
It was the kind of night where someone could end up murdered, but,
more likely, someone somewhere in the city, someone would end up eating
tacos alone. That’s the kind of night it was, to be honest. Which is kind of the
problem, really. Tacos do not make for drama, generally speaking, although I
did once see this kid eating a taco at lunch, and he got sick, and he puked part of
the taco back up into the shell. Seriously. It was in high school, and it was
fantastic. But it was also during the day, not at night. And, really, these days, I
think that if someone did that at night, they’d probably take a picture on their
smart phone and post it to Twitter or Facebook, and then there would be this
whole conversation about whether the photo was faked or not. Like, a bunch of
people would argue about this, do you understand? When that’s our world, when
that’s what we do, then does it really matter if the night was dark and stormy?
Does it really? I mean, I’m not saying that I was lying about the night, the
weather or the taco, but even if I did lie, would it change your life that much?
No, barely at all. You’d forget it tomorrow, when somebody posted a picture of
a puke taco, and you wondered if it had all been photoshopped, and you
wouldn’t even remember if it had rained last night or not, so let's just forget
about the nature of the night, shall we?
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TRACEY RANAURO

Doll Heads
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LYNN WHITE

A Question of Place
‘Who the fuck is Alice?’
said the March Hare
inhaling hard.
‘She’s rather large’
said Dormouse
coughing
as the smoke ring engulfed him.
‘I find her quite intimidating, actually,
not the little girl I expected.
Really, I hope Hattie
doesn’t invite her
to the party.
I don’t think she would
quite fit in.’
‘You’ll sleep through it anyway’,
said the White Rabbit consulting his watch.
‘It’s time. We should go.’
The March Hare lit another cigarette.
‘We should all change places
if she’s there’ said Dormouse.
The March Hare blew out more
smoke rings.
‘Who the fuck cares if she fits in or not,
in a mad world no one has a place.
Hatter knows that.
He’ll be asking her questions.
He knows the place of madness.’
‘All in good time’,
said the White Rabbit consulting his watch.
‘He’ll ask her who she is’.
‘There’s no answer to that’ said Dormouse.
‘No one knows who they are’.
March Hare lit a cigarette.
‘If she can’t answer Hatter’s question,
then she has no place.
There’s no answer to that’.
‘In time there’ll be an answer.’
said the White Rabbit.
In time we’ll know our place.
In time we’ll know the answer to who we are.
Then times will change again’.
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TRACY MILLION SIMMONS

Dream Poetry
Met John Lithgow last night;
woke up calling him John Cleese.
He thought I was Ally Sheedy.
I guess that makes us even.
We reminisced about the Breakfast Club,
Short Circuit, War Games…
then got on a roller coaster, went
on a ride through my childhood,
passed memories stored in boxes, stacked high.
My mother’s ghost was there.
John didn’t find it strange at all
when she hugged me, that misty
apparition, nor when I shed a tear
and asked that she return when we
might have more time to visit.
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CAROL GRASER

What If
Emily Dickinson’s rise
to poetic stardom was a reality
TV show? Think a Victorian house
with staid, heavily placed furniture
a white figure wisps across a distant
hallway, cut to a bee hovering
studiously over a patch of red clover
Characters will include an absolute
silence, a wind, sometimes soft
sometimes wailing, death, and
a rotating cast of flowers and insects
Emily herself stipulates
we can only film her in passing
Each confessional is a poem
ink spreading on paper
abandoned in random spots
discovered by the camera
lying amid, say, the debris
of a finished breakfast
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SAM SMITH

We cannot be held responsible for our reputations
When she was a High Wycombe plumber Gold Meir, then still an uncourted
Mabovitch, she took with her on every job a feather-stuffed canvas cushion.
This flux-stained affectation, along with her big skirts, was looked upon with
some distaste by the hard-faced wives of rock stars in their suburban palaces.
Grubby Golda paid no heed. Kneeling on the grime-blotted cushion, her back
arched and head down between cobwebbed joists, Golda’s concentration was
given over to the hissing of the blowtorch, her nostrils sucking up the smell of
hot copper and melting lead.
At day’s end, sometimes tea breaks too - three sugars for Mabovitch, her greaseingrained fingers smearing the china - her hint of a smile was satisfaction, and
only a little for the money that day earned. Her pride was in the secretive
artwork of the, by then, underfloor pipes.
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LINDSEY MARTIN-BOWEN

Whirling Dervishes
(of random thoughts)
“Some people never go crazy. What
boring lives they must lead.”
—Charles Bukowski
1
St. Francis d’Assisi rode a horse
draped in zebra skins,
a Medieval camouflage
that he thought made him
invisible to opposing warriors.
When I wear my long jumper—
a camouflage—designed to hide
soldiers in foliage or jungle,
I become invisible, too.
2
According to the Catechism,
Jesus was fully God and fully human.
He was especially a human
when he lugged that cross
on his striped back to Golgotha.
There, he left His earth suit
and morphed into pure Divinity—
not the candy, you silly,
but God almighty.
3
Like graffiti on a subway wall,
the ghost of Rappaccini’s daughter
haunts me with gardenia smells
and confides her poison breath’s
meant to heal. Her lilacs bloomed
today, and this year, they’re huge
and smell like chocolate. And look:
The two toadstools down the street
still don’t know what’s happening.
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MATINN MILLER

Fish
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RALVELL ROGERS II

Fish Tank Us
Living room fan rotating the night’s air.
Spinning and turning,
spinning and turning,
spinning and turning
until all of the color in the room focused.
A fish tank full of water stand majestic.
Now imagine with me,
imagine with me,
imagine with me
four fish sleeping at the bottom of the tank.
We are on the couch watching
these fish start to swim and scurry,
they seem to be in a hurry
Look closer to see the truth.
The biggest fish runs the coop.
The lightest fish mostly goes unscathed,
and colorful fish are the most behaved.
The brightest fish is a real odd ball
because it just swims up and down like,
Rise

Rise

fall.

Rise

fall.

fall.

Ironically the brightest fish is the most attacked
though its personality is the most intact.
Another fish that seems to know its place
is the dark one that rarely shows its face.
It doesn’t seem to really have much action
and its darkness has no appeal or attraction,
but look closer in a span of time.
The dark fish is truly one of a kind.
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I mean, it pretty much cleans the tank for me
while all the other fish try to find Nemo and Dori,
and they really claim that for their life story.
While dark fish help God make the world go round
the big fish make sure that they run the town
the light fish unscathed, by themselves they’re found
the colorful fish are like drones, they don’t make a sound
the bright fish stay the same, going up
and
down.
Now we’re sitting there on the couch,
Wondering what life is all about.
Living room fan still spinning and turning
the night’s air is now filled with color
around us are thoughts of “just keep swimming,”
and imagine with me,
a fish tank full of us.
Now isn’t that fucked up?
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KIRBY OLSON

Sylvester’s Soliloquy
I am a drawing of a cat, which proceeds in time although not really in space.
Granny only appears from the waist down, and occasionally we see her hands
swinging a broom. The space between man and animal is ambiguous.
I am the older sibling. Tweety is the smaller sibling, and we were meant to
represent siblings. I am not supposed to be nice to Tweety. I always end up
with the frying pan over my head. If there are two characters, then there can be
a conflict of values. If there's a conflict of values, then there can be violence. If
violence, then suffering.
I am just a cartoon, so I do not really suffer. You do.
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KEVIN RABAS

Bat Aid: a monologue
James, M, 17-60, looks back on his early years playing youth baseball
So one of the guys on the team says, “What kind of sissy thing is that? You’ve
got a band-aid on your bat,” and I do. I put the band-aid on this morning, before
practice, when my mother said, “You know, you can’t skip baseball?” and I
said, “Do I have to go?” and she said, “It’ll be good for you,” but it’s not.
Already I’m being heckled. What they don’t know, though, is that my cat died
yesterday, and mother, father, and I put him into the ground last night with a
shovel. I put the final hard dry clump on top, and said “so long.” We’d hunted
birds together under a tree, Scat Cat biting me if I made too much noise.
Another time, Scat Cat had ridden a Doberman out of the yard, who’d come in,
barking at me, Scat Cat plunged into that dog’s back, claws dug in deep.
They call me the Pop-Out King because I swing a little too soon, catch the
bottom of the ball, and, though I swing hard for the fences, the ball pops up,
spins, falls right into an easy infielder’s glove.
But today I’m slower. I take my time, in grief, and, when the ball comes, I hit it
square for once, and that ball flies and flies, sails over the infield and over the
outfield and over an orange mesh fence used to keep the dirt in. I round the
bases, for once, my bat in the grass, band-aid on its front.
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SERGIO A. ORTIZ

Batman
I put my hands where my gloves wanted,
my face where my mask could reveal itself.
My only feat, not to be true, to lie
with the awareness that I am not telling the truth.
I have used the word love as a scalpel,
and then I have seen the greenish scar that remains
in the beloved and in the lover,
and the scar shines in these words, and in my gaze
I stroke the fleshy, thin edges of the scar.
Night passed, took my old statues,
erased the bubbling silence of conspirators,
heroes who lost their heroism at birth.
The great veil of the tropic, like a body adrift, falls upon us.
Falls with slow waves of insects, and heat is the obscene language
that licks the bodies of the living and the dead.
From the sea, the last birds return. From what face,
could I pull my mask to test the fabric of my life,
the great wrapping of what surrounds me?
Night sinks into faces, the tropics spread their hot, damp blankets
over my heart. A slow breathing of rotten water, a fresh sweetness
of toads, envelops everything. It's the fog of piety, the great religion
of disagreement with love and with massive explorations of hatred
turning on its veiled lamps, its veiled phrases, its veiled caresses.
I touch what corresponds, what feeds, what devours:
I caress the hardness and softness of other souls, not with my hands
but with my gloves, my phalanges of leather, my chamois nails explore truth
like bats flying out of a cave. I'm surprised. The waters of history come to my
lips,
they raise my eyes, are the proper breeding ground
for interrogating God from within.
The mask will transplant the face, gloves will oversee
the creation of hands, the lie will open a tunnel under what
we announce as real. Only then will my touch be more alive.
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KERI WITHINGTON

Robin, 20 years later
motorcycle guts
spark plugs
chains
mounting flanges
litter faded shag
keep company with
beer cans
used tissues
crumpled masks
dirty track
suits, marks
too many incarnations
dog-eared magazines
identity muddled
still half expecting
his signal
cell bill overdue
He found a new wonder.
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LINDSEY MARTIN-BOWEN

Delusions of a Rejected Lover
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WILLIAM H. CLAMURRO

Tenderized Elegy
You dutifully disguised your dissolute
and dilatory, disallowed desires in a pose
of putative yet pusillanimous prudery,
petrified pudendum of prorated prose,
like the crafty, cryptic sales girl who ensnares
the smugly ugly pathos of one more impecunious
and protracted patron, you seized a guileless gull,
I gulped and took your harrowing hook,
mired and unmanned by immeasurable mirages
of shriveled and reviled virility, at which you smirked
while deftly working ill-starred illusions, halfillumined, then melting into mist, despite the warm
propinquity of a propitious protoplasmic hope.
With no place left where I might flee,
I had to write this elegy.
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LINDSEY MARTIN-BOWEN

Oliver Twisted
O, what a morning it was—
when two salamanders took off
for London after Mr. Bumble
bloomed roses in Mrs. Squire’s
heart. And Edward the Monk
with the map on his face disgraced
Nancy, whom Bill Sykes left
in a bloody heap on her floor.
Meanwhile, Fagan was hanged
in blood-stained silk from Selfridges’s
bargain basement, while Ezekiel
cawed, “Nevermore.” Then Rose blew
from the web onto Edward Monk’s
head when he sailed to the India
holdings. Waving Ta-Ta, the Artful
Dodger strutted along, while Bill’s
pit-bull snapped at his heels.
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MICHAEL LEE JOHNSON

Sing it Frank, Physical Therapy
Sing it Frank
I'm busy at physical therapy
struggling with back spasms
looking out this window, these clouds
this rain, slice this thunder,
listening to your songs over again
on the Muzak for this 6th week in a row,
peddling this mechanical bike,
might as well be a mechanical bull
with a heat pad on my spinal cord.
I'm deep inside your larynx 10 minutes
3 times a week tickling it back and forth,
jousting and reviewing those playgrounds
of all your illicit affairs. With a few shots of vodka
peddling these wheels with intensified pressure
I can appreciate Lana Turner, Judy Garland,
Lauren Bacall, even Marilyn Monroe.
"This is my kind of town Chicago is,
my kind of town Chicago is."
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SAM SMITH

Shock
Rosa Luxemburg loathed roses, refused to have them in the house.
“Fat and blowsy as an over-perfumed bourgeois matron,” she told Che Ernesto
Guevara, whose pollen allergy did not abet his desire to be the very best of
florists. Such was Che’s one-track character however that, despite reddened
eyelids and dripping nose, he persevered,
Wreaths became Che’s speciality. For which he used mostly variegated ivy and
varieties of fir, became known where it mattered for his gold and green
constructions. Prior, that is, to his commission by the celebrity chef. Whereupon
his restaurant wreath of rosemary, bay and red chilies graced a December cover
of Vogue.
A further collaboration for Che and the chef was with the wedding planner Leon
Trotsky, famed for his white and silver. Chicken and parsnips became the
mainstay of the catering, with Che making sure the decor always had some
honesty discs among the Jerusalem stars. An all-round quiet elegance. Until that
is both Che and Leon took up with Frida Kahlo and she pressured Che to add in
reds and greens, even a cactus. For a wedding!
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WILLIAM H. CLAMURRO

The Buenos Aires Affair
To the bandolero bandido bleatings
of a bleeding bandoneón, our airy
Buenos Aires affair was a tangled fandango,
monocular tango, a stumbling mumble,
a bumbling tumble into aftermath mewling
of foolish re-tooling, as the band
was disbanded to then be rebranded
in the grim mumbo-jumbo
of a lewd mambo combo.
We danced out our passion
in grim Argentine fashion
till dawn broke over the port
revealing our bleak last resort.
It was all a bad dream,
a subcutaneous stream,
as we awoke in the squalor
of an after-hours parlor,
gray linen illusions
of love-lorn confusions
and a state of rendition
to our dance-less condition.
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KEVIN RABAS

Sofer’s Handmade Journal Arrive Mid-Gig
Five minutes ‘til we hit, play those first notes, start the show, and Sofer carries
in a stack of black manuscript boxes full of journals he’s made, their covers
Menninger and Narcotics Anonymous texts repurposed—and Cheerio’s boxes
and cloth and carpet and curtain samples; whatever you can turn into a book
cover, he does. Sofer wears a cream-colored city Kangol hat and has a thick,
oval friar’s beard. Last time I saw him, he head on yellow tights and a red cape.
This is LFK, after all, blue dot, artist dot, city where you can really be what you
are.
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WILLIAM H. CLAMURRO

Upon Getting the Most Recent Rejection Letter
Catastrophic poetic collapse. No other way.
The hard horrific hounds of harmful huffing
finally demanded their dour denuded due.
I whimpered in the wallowed wastes
of woefully wounded, watery withdrawal,
the smashed rivulet of pleading, plangent voice.
Whilst leaving it all for lost, I tried one last time
to push the pathetic plow of penmanship,
and yet the impudence of impotent impostures,
importunate yet vilely imprecise, imploded
on the desolate dissections of my futile desk
with nothing left to eat but the bitter herbs,
the shabby scallions of inescapable defeat,
wretched as a dead, half-smoked cigar.
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ROY J. BECKEMEYER

Meanings:
Acedia \a-sə-ˈdē-ə\:
Lead-lidded eyes, mouth a chasm
behind cupped hand, head-bowed
willow-hair, shoulders slumped
like the leeward slope of a dune,
soul leaking through the soles
of feet, spirit footsteps vaporizing,
leaving no sign for any rare or random
stranger who might even deign to care.
Eidetic \īˈdetik/
To have stored every thing
that ever lit the fuse end
of your optic nerves, that
wiggled the hairs on your basilar
membrane, that pushed your somatosensory buttons, tickled your tongue's
papillae, basted bitterness against
G-protein coupled receptors. To have
assigned each sense a number, a Dewey
Decimal, a Library of Congress, a Retrieval
Code of Your Own Devising. And you,
standing at the end of an endless row
of stacks lost in the clouds above you,
stacks that dim to paleness in
the distance, that recede,
recede, recede.
Gnathic \'na-thik\
Hinged, articulated, set about
with molars, incisors, grinders
of grain, breakers of bones,
enameled compression crunchers.
Opener of yawns, of O-mouthed
screams, entryway for dental drills
and scrapers, means by which
snapping turtles hold on for dear life.
Hard G's, when lost to nasal N's,
gnaw at us, sit there in
silence, all bent over,
grouchy, geared to growl.
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ROY J. BECKEMEYER

An Awkward Glossary of Terms
Awkish

adjective
a. tending to be like someone who wears feather boas and sits in trees
- Cockney slang, originally derived from hawk, a diurnal bird of prey,
and ish, the old adjective suffix – without which it would be a noun, but
it isn't, so it needs the -ish, dammit, so use it that way.

bluegoo

noun
a. a certain kind of mold that forms on uneaten and discarded cooked
breakfast cereal; a delicacy in some parts of the world - derived from
burgoo, a kind of oatmeal gruel. In humid climates it can become more
green than blue - see moregreengoo, and in droughty
areas becomes hard and turns a funky shade of purple; see funkygunk.

cornless

adjective
pronounced cor'│en│less, not corn│less
a. an urban English word used to describe a tedious, boring, mind
blowingly-slowly-passing event - used first by Americans in London at
cricket games - a combination of the Cockney
cor - a slang word for God, and a sloppily pronounced endless - thus
the word is equivalent to the sentence: "God, this bloody thing is never
going to end!"

flubbery
noun
a. a Cockney trifle served after holiday meals, consisting of blubber
from the necks of fin whales, reduced and thickened with gruel, spiced
with holly berries and old tea bags. One of the favorite English
puddings. If not kept on ice, it can become moldy. See bluegoo.
glong

verb
a. a Scottish slang word meaning to take something off in a provocative
manner – for example, the sentence "Glong yer goonie, grannie!"
(goonie - Scottish slang for nightgown) is self explanatory.
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infinitisimacally
adjective often incorrectly used as an adverb
a. Scottish bastardization of the phrase "infinite as Macauly,"
referring to the lengthy four-volume History of England written by
Thomas Babington Macauly (1800-1859). Obviously, those who think
it is an adverb are misled by the -ally, the commonly used
adverb suffix. But the suffix is -macally, not -ally, so use the word
correctly. It's an adjective not an adverb! Thus an example of correct
usage would be: "The American, when asked if he had enjoyed the
cricket match, said "Cricket is an idiotic, infinitisimacally game!" An
example of incorrect usage: "The American, when asked if he had
enjoyed the cricket match, said "Cricket is an idiotic game that goes by
infinitisimacally slowly!"
lumpster
noun
a. Cockney slang for an amorphous, highly mutated lobster found in
the oil-polluted
waters of the North Sea.
b. Scottish: a person not particularly adept at preparing gruel.

pistulous
adjective
a. synonym for dangerous - obvious meaning once one observes it is
derived from the word pistol with the adjective suffix -ous, similar to
the origin of the word dangerous as derived by combining a sloppy
pronunciation of the word derringer with the suffix -ous. Cockney
slang? (Minority opinion of the dictionary staff is that the derivation is
from a bastardization of the phrase "Pissed at you, louse!" - Brooklyn
slang?)

pullality

noun
a. the state of being pulled, e.g. "His tooth was in the pullality."
b. the state of pulling, e.g. "The dentist was exercising his pullality."
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randunction
noun
a. a new punctuation mark, "Ɽ" used to express dismay - e.g. "I don't
know why she said that about meⱤ." or "When is this cricket game ever
going to endⱤ," or "How was I supposed to knowⱤ." Note that in the
second and third examples, the randunction mark takes the place of
the question mark which was hypothetical in that context anyway.
shortify verb
a. to give a customer less value for his money.
b. to give a small tip (used in this sense by Cockney waitresses).
c. to wear baggy pants and a hat that hangs low over the ears so as to
give the appearance of being less tall than one really is.
spleep

verb
a. to write a screenplay with an interesting spleenplat (as opposed to
splop - to write a book with an interesting splot).

splot

noun
a. the plot of a novel inspired by a particularly interesting Rorschach
blot. Never to be used, however, to describe the plot of the screenplay
adapted from a book inspired by an interesting Rorschach blot - see
spleenplat.

sundone

adjective pronounced sund │one, not sun │done
a. one armed - thought to be derived from the classic Anglo-Saxon
tale in which the monster, Grendel, his mother's only son, had one arm
ripped asunder by Beowulf. Tolkien would have used the term in Lord
of the Rings, but a Cockney waitress ruined things when she threatened
to make him a "sundone bloke" after he shortified her with a meager
tip.

wherbsling
noun pronounced wayrb | sul | ing
a. rural American word, originating in the southern Appalachians,
denoting a person or thing whose location is uncertain, e.g. "He was a
wherbsling, so the court couldn't jail him for non-payment of alimony."
Often mistaken for a gerund, but, of course, wherbsly is not a
verb, but an adjective denoting something never seen in the light of day
("No one knew the color of Aunt Harriet's wherbsly undergarments.")
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TYLER ROBERT SHELDON

Meditation on the Pending Zombie Apocalypse
Louisiana, September 2016
Baton Rouge has five hundred thousand people
in the Metro area alone. This means
that in the event of a zombie apocalypse—
presumed to be worse than hurricanes—
it would be one of the nation’s worst places to live.
Do alligators turn into the undead?
God only knows how hungry animals get
when denied a proper diet. The only worse
creatures are us, perhaps; human hunger
magnifies as one attends to it. When
everything does go to hell, though,
eating a little bit of the gray stuff
might do us all some good.
Finding peace of mind is easy
when you don’t remember
how to look back.
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TRACEY RANAURO

Dove
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Bio’s
Almoktar, Mohammad
Mohammad Almoktar hails from Saihat, Saudi Arabia. He has been drawing
portraits since the age of five, but in his home country, artistic expression is
shunned and not considered a viable trade. He, his wife, and brothers moved to
the States on student visas back in 2014, so he could study to be an electrician,
but his suppressed artistic passions soon consumed him. He now spends his days
grasping a pencil with charcoal covered hands, hoping to secure enough
notoriety to make his passion relevant. Almoktar has been making strides to
accomplish this goal and his newest creation, “The American Dream."
Alexandria Arceneaux
Alexandria Arceneaux is an MFA candidate in Studio Art at LSU. Her work has
appeared in Copy This!, The Emporia Gazette, and other venues. As a practicing
artist she is a sculptor, printmaker, fiber artist, and painter. In 2016, her mixed
media work was featured in the First Abstract National Exhibition at The Mark
Arts Gallery.
Tara Rhiannon Bartley
Tara Rhiannon Bartley is a mentally well established biblioician and part-time
cook. She is a Kansan, devoted comic book fan, post-punk head bopper, and
disciple of dreams. When not writing, she happily occupies her time with
gardening and being a cat mom.
Roy J. Beckemeyer
In the middle of his 80th decade of attempting to balance his two cerebral
hemispheres, Roy Beckemeyer remains madly in love with his wife for more
than a half-century: her bedroom eyes, top-of-her-class intellect and dogged
determination still keep him on his toes in spite of his fallen arches. Together
they have run a marathon, bungy-jumped, seen tigers in India from the back of
an elephant, waddled with penguins in Antarctica, and produced two impressive
children who have themselves produced even more impressive children who in
their turn are now embarking on their own such adventures. He also loves
natural and man-made things that fly, impressions of ancient living things in
rocks, the way the 3-dimensional world can be flattened onto a 2-dimensional
emulsion or CMOS sensor to yield new insights, and the way language is a
living thing that morphs and evolves, as if words were a sort of DNA.
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Lana Bella
Lana dreams to get out of bed every morning in a house that smells of bacon,
coffee that laces heavy with whisky and a social strategy around her laptop that
fends off fur-shedding dog, busy-fingered children and salacious husband. So
basically, she still has her own sanity and likes crazy things.
Mark Blickley
I was riding the #2 subway from Brooklyn to Manhattan and across the aisle
from me was a guy holding up a life size cardboard cutout with the photo side
facing him, away from my view. Figuring it was a movie star, I kept wondering
which celebrity I was sharing my train ride with. As I exited the train I peaked
over at the image and it was Jim Carrey. As I walked up the steps leading to
sky, I suddenly questioned why I was so sure it was a movie promo cutout.
Suppose it wasn’t a celebrity? Than I thought what if it would’ve been a cutout
of the passenger holding it? From there I wondered what kind of an asshole
would carry around a life size cardboard cutout of himself, and the answer
became “My Better Half.”
William H. Clamurro
William H. Clamurro recently retired from Emporia State University, where he
taught Spanish and participated in musical ensembles with faculty and students
of the ESU Music department. In addition to his career as a teacher of Spanish
language and literature and also his activity as an oboist, he has written and
published poetry in several small magazines and has recently published a book
of poems, Comport & Lies. The poems – if one can call them that – in his recent
chapbook, Songs of Love’s Disillusion and Despair were conceived as a rude
insult to the norms of good taste and simple logic. This latter work has been
warmly received.
Darren C. Demaree
Darren C. Demaree writes his best poetry with a cup of coffee and a piece of
strawberry rhubarb pie.
Amitabh Vikram Dwivedi
Amitabh Vikram Dwivedi is assistant professor of linguistics at Shri Mata
VaishnoDevi University, India. His research interests include language
documentation, writing descriptive grammars, and the preservation of rare and
endangered languages in South Asia. He has contributed papers to many Science
Citation Index journals, and research articles to encyclopaedias, chiefly
with Sage, Rowman & Littlefield andABC-CLIO Publications.
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Greg Field
Greg Field recently closed an exhibition of his paintings and digital art, “Totems
and Transformations”, at the Liberty, Missouri, Community Center Gallery. His
band, River Cow Orchestra (Field plays drums), played improvisational Jazz and
he read from his recent book, Uncertainties (Woodley Press). Some of the
poems were accompanied by music. The first time he sailed around the Apostle
Islands in Lake Superior, his boat was enveloped by a cloud of black flies such
that one couldn’t walk the decks without crushing hundreds. It took a full day of
scrubbing with Chlorox to clean the decks of fly blood and guts. He owns two
sailboats and lives in Independence, Missouri with his wife, poet, Maryfrances
Wagner and their dog Sylvia Plath.
Carol Graser
For years I wrote poetry while homeschooling/mad scientist parenting three
astounding creative types. Now they are off being successful creative types in
the work world and I write poems in between answering the phone at a call
center. Once a month I ask other poets to come out and read their work with me
at Caffe Lena in Saratoga Springs, NY.
Howie Good
Howie Good remembers when you could play three songs on the jukebox for a
quarter.
Courtney Harler
Courtney Harler grew up in Kentucky but now lives in Las Vegas, where she
spends her time writing fiction, teaching composition, and raising a family. In
her creative work, Courtney reinvents traditional southern tropes—deceased
animals, ramshackle dwellings, unexpected incest—but also explores loss,
isolation, marginalization, and family dynamics, especially clashes between
mothers and daughters.
Zeke Jarvis
Zeke Jarvis is a father, husband, writer, Aquarius, former lawn mower, and imp.
His first book is So Anyway... a collection of poems that don't exist. His other
two books are short story collections, In A Family Way and Lifelong Learning.
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Michael Lee Johnson
Michael Lee Johnson lived ten years in Canada during the Vietnam era. He is a
Canadian and USA citizen. Today he is a poet, editor, publisher, freelance
writer, amateur photographer, small business owner in Itasca, Illinois. He has
been published in more than 915 small press magazines in 27 countries, and he
edits 10 poetry sites. Michael is the author of The Lost American: From Exile to
Freedom (136 page book) ISBN: 978-0-595-46091-5, several chapbooks of
poetry, including From Which Place the Morning Rises and Challenge of Night
and Day, and Chicago Poems. He also has over 106 poetry videos on YouTube
as of 2015: https://www.youtube.com/user/poetrymanusa/videos. Michael Lee
Johnson, Itasca, IL. nominated for 2 Pushcart Prize awards for poetry 2015 &
Best of the Net 2016. He is also the editor/publisher of anthology, Moonlight
Dreamers of Yellow Haze: http://www.amazon.com/dp/1530456762 A second
poetry anthology, Dandelion in a Vase of Roses, Editor Michael Lee Johnson, is
due for a January 2017 release
Marie C. Lecrivain
Marie C Lecrivain is the editor of poeticdiversity: the litzine of Los Angeles, an
ordained priestess in the Ecclesia Gnostica Catholica (the ecclesiastical arm of
Ordo Templi Orientis), and writer-in-residence at her apartment. She writes to
keep herself alive, and because, in her imagination, it's the best way to assure
that she always gets the last word...
Michael Marrotti
Michael Marrotti is an author from Pittsburgh with a chemical imbalance and
lack of patience. His writing has propagated the small press like chlamydia in
Beechview. He's been faithfully volunteering at the Light Of Life Rescue
Mission for the past three years now, the man believes in action. His chapbook,
FDA Approved Poetry is available on Amazon. He can be contacted here:
michaelmarrotti@gmail.com
Lindsey Martin-Bowen
For many years, Lindsey Martin-Bowen didn’t know if she was a visual artist or
a writer. In fact, she was a closet writer. So when her parents told people she
was an artist (referring to the visual), she would smile and nod. Finally, when
she made a living as a non-fiction writer (newspaper reporter and magazine
editor), her parents felt free to share her true profession. (They neglected to
mention the poetry.) Martin-Bowen has spawned two writers, Ki Russell, who
also teaches, and Aaron Nicholson, who also composes music, and she lives
with poet Carl Rhoden. She has pet squirrels, including Albino Squirrel, who
has popped up in a poem or two.
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Paul Douglas McNeill II
My gag reflex is usually tested when I read authors or artists describe their
work, especially those who exude self-importance and speak about "the
margins" or "pushing boundaries" or "the areas in between." With that said, I am
fascinated with all that goes unsaid between people, even those in supposedly
intimate relationships, and my work tends to express those private moments,
thoughts, and feelings that we keep to ourselves but would make our
connections with others - and our lives overall - more interesting and fulfilling if
we just let them all out. A mentor once said, "When I read your writing, it's clear
you aren't afraid of some people thinking that you are vile, ugly, and honest to a
degree of being manipulative with your candor." I'll take that as a compliment,
and I hope I avoided pretentiousness in this bio.
Matinn Miller
Matinn Miller is a rising fourth year student attending Seattle University, duomajoring in Photography and Environmental Studies with a specialization in
Communication and Education. Born in Seattle, Washington and raised in
Kansas City, Missouri, Matinn continuously thinks about the footprint that we
collectively are marking on the Earth, while at the same time he is continuously
developing art that comes up with creative ways to communicate the effects of
this global footprint, to which a diverse range of audiences can understand.
Ronda Miller
Miller enjoys wandering the high plateau region of the Arikaree Breaks, eating
hot tamales melted over buttered popcorn, and balancing two Maltese on her lap.
She goes by different names in case men in locker rooms discuss their
girlfriends.
Rollo Nye
Rollo Nye, a poet from New York, has has earned his keep by teaching in both
universities and yoga studios.
Kirby Olson
Kirby Olson studied at Naropa Institute with Gregory Corso and others. He now
lives in a small village in the Catskills with his wife and four children. He
attends church and plays adult basketball. He has a Maltese dog named Elliot.
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Sergio A. Ortiz
Sergio A. Ortiz is a gay Puerto Rican poet and the founding editor of Undertow
Tanka Review. He is a two time Pushcart nominee, a four time Best of the Web
nominee, and a 2016 Best of the Net nominee. His poems have been published
in hundreds Journals and Anthologies. He is currently working on his first full
length collection of poems, Elephant Graveyard.
Zach Palmer
Zach chooses veggies over meat, because he learned from Popeye. Zach works
as a writing tutor at Emporia State University, because nothing says
perseverance like 6 years of crawling towards a Bachelor’s degree. Zach is a
paranormal investigator, because he’s not afraid of no ghosts. Zach has been
writing stories since he was 6 years old, because old habits die hard. Zach owns
a YouTube channel, because nothing feeds narcissism quite like a YouTube
stream chat.
M.R. Pelletier
M.R. Pelletier, finding the very contemplation of the idea metaphysically
unsettling, prefers not to write about himself in the third person. Distrusting the
veracity of memory, as anyone who has reached the precious age that affords
one membership in a certain organization that advocates on behalf of the elderly
should, he, nevertheless, encounters very little anxiety regarding the
epistemological and ethical issues inherent in composing his autobiographical
verse fictions. He, like all storytellers, hopes merely that his efforts will delight.
Steven Allan Porter
Steven Allan Porter was born February 5, 1992 in Coral Springs, FL to a Jewish
mother and a German father. His influences include: Charles Bukowski, William
S. Burroughs, Bob Kaufman, Steven Jesse Bernstein, Hunter S. Thompson,
Charles Simic, and Louis-Ferdinand Celine. He currently resides in Los
Angeles, California and spends his time reading, writing, playing music, and
helping his cat, Maisy, catch flies.
Tracey Ranauro
Artists like to create their own alternate planet, one they can bend to their whim
and will. Tracey Ranauro is no exception. Fond of the vivid and eye-jarring and
laughing at the idea of being “in the box” as opposed to dousing said box with
lighter fluid and immolating same, her ideas-- of juxtaposition and context--have
created an unmistakable style of its own
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Ralvell Rogers II
Currently, Ralvell Rogers II is a senior English major creative writing minor at
Emporia State University (ESU) where he works as tutor/editor for the William
Allen White Library Writing Center, and is active president of the Black
Writer’s Club. His work has been accepted and published by local journal,
Tittynope Zine, and the ESU literary journal, Quivira.
Kevin Rabas
Kevin Rabas used to almost make rent by playing jazz drums in KC. He also
worked at a jazz archive. Now, he teaches poetry and playwriting, and often
writes about jazz. In terms of baseball, he still has a very small bump over by his
left eyebrow from where a batter connected with his head, and not the ball, when
he played catcher in middle school.
Debarun Sarkar
Debarun Sarkar grew up on the west coast of India, in Surat. He is currently
based in Calcutta on the east coast. When not writing or reading for himself he
plays multiplayer online video games, does academic research work and roams
the streets.
Tyler Robert Sheldon
Tyler Robert Sheldon lives in Louisiana, and is a writer, book reviewer, guitar
player, printmaker, and coffee fanatic. He admires William Stafford and Eric
Clapton for different but equally important reasons. Tyler has his MA from
Emporia State University, is an MFA candidate in Poetry at McNeese State
University, and has two chapbooks: First Breaths of Arrival (Oil Hill Press,
2016) and Traumas (Yellow Flag Press, 2017).
Tracy Million Simmons
The first thing I do when opening a new book is to inhale. I press my nose into
the fold, close my eyes, and breathe the book in deeply. I love my spouse, my
children, and my cat--not always in that order. I believe the dandelions in my
yard qualify as flowers. I find flow in equal measures in writing, preparing food
for meals, and long walks. As I grow old, I want to learn to live without
measuring the passage of time. I simply want to be and to create.
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Sam Smith
Last year, having an almost insatiable appetite for its cheese, Sam Smith moved
from Cumbria to South Wales in the hope of being close to Caerphilly. Only to
discover that the one place in Wales where it is almost impossible to purchase
Caerphilly cheese and, despite its excellent dragon-inhabited castle, is
Caerphilly. Not wanting to move house again he has instead thrown himself into
his role as editor/publisher of The Journal and Original Plus books.
Christine Stoddard
Christine Stoddard is a writer, artist, and accidental killer of cactus plants. She
lives in Brooklyn with her young, hot husband in their old, cold apartment on a
street many suburban white people would be afraid to walk down. Before
moving to New York, Christine lived in her native Virginia, where she became
an NPS Junior Ranger and published writer in middle school. Needless to say,
she was a cool kid, even if her yearbook photos suggest otherwise. That's why
she grew up to do things like found Quail Bell Magazine and become the
summer artist-in-residence at a Smithsonian affiliate in Maryland. Stay in
school, kiddos. God knows Christine can't get enough of it. (Go VCU Rams and
City College Beavers!)
Larry Thacker
Larry is a Kentuckian writer and artist living in Tennessee with his wife, Karin,
and their cat, Abraham Lincoln. After fifteen years as a higher ed beaurocrat, he
finally heeded that screaming little voice and will be completing his MFA in
poetry and fiction in January. His latest creative projects include a full collection
Mars colonial poetry and an Instagram theme on abandoned roadside furniture.
Visit him at: www.larrydthacker.com
Lynn White
Lynn White lives in a one time industrial area in the mountains of north Wales.
She has been writing since her teens. Her work is influenced by her
surroundings, her past and present and the effect of the demise of industry has
on the landscape and the people inhabiting it. Issues of social justice and events,
places and people she has known or imagined feature in her work. She is
especially interested in exploring the boundaries of dream, fantasy and reality.
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